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THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE TEACHING LOAD IN
A UNIVERSITY.

-THiPURPOSE AND METHOD OF THE STUDY.

7'1e improse of ale inrestigol;on.-1i7ntil the past decade or two
educational administration has been notably laggard in attacking its
poldenis by methods approximating the 'scientific. Tradition. senti-
ment, rule of I bomb. temporizing compromisethese have been, and
nnfortunately,st ill are. the dominant methods in this important field
of human enterprise. One of the largest of the problems iii the atl-
ministration of educational institutions IS that Of the proper method
of determination of the Nvorking li)ad of tho members of the instruc-
tional staff. This proble has been with us ever since. we have bad
schools. Adodoir-tratm's are only beginning to address serious efforts
to its scientific solution. This is true even in our higheinstitutions,
to which, because they have been the jirotagonists oY scientific method,
we should first turn for the light of example on such a significant
problem. The investigation reported here is : pioneering attack upon
this problem a., it concerns colleges and mil verSit ies. Being a pioneer-
ing study. it is admittedly defective and subject to .improvement. At
many ptnat 5, as will ke indicated, it is not safeto draw conclusions,
and some of the conclusions; drawn must, of course, when more and
better facts are available, turn out to be inconclusive. It is believed,
however, that therq,is here demonstrated a method of determining

. teaching loads for the instructional staff of a higher institution that is
deseaving of wider application,a method that is much more objective
and sreliablelhao the methods of tradition, sentiment, rule of thumb,
and temporizing compromise that are now in use. 'It is believed,..-
further, that there are it number of specific conclusions that will corn-
trend themOlves to the judgment- of many for their immediate.

Thr method of the Investigatiop.In his attack upon the problem
tinder consideration the writer began by assuming that there are but
two factors which determine the actual working load an individual
instructor is carrying(a) the time consumed in the performance
of his several functions as a .member of a' faculty anti (b) the fatigue
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6 THE TEACHING LOAD IN A 1.7NIVERSITY.

resulting from such perOmance. There, is large ground for the
belief that the former is of mucleogreater importance than the latter
and will for the most part comprehend it. Although no studies of
mental fatigue of members of a teaching staff have been made. a
number of experiments have been conducted with school children
which tend to discount very mtiil the general.htlief in the large
influence of mental fatigue upon efficiency in mental work. Even
tlaingh members of a university faculty are no longer children; they
must be subject to the operation of similar laws of mental economy.
and therefore it will be pertinent to quote what two psychologists
say in summary of the significance of these experiments. Freeman'
says: " Fatigue is undoidaedly one of the Lactors which affect the
efficiency of our work. but recent studies wit i school children have
indicated that the amount of fatigue which we may expect toltaear
as a reradt of the ordinary work of the school day is much less Ttan
was formerly sUpposed." Thortalike.2 after citing through several
,pages the main findings of a number of investigations, says:- "There .

is a remarkable unanimity in the .results summarized in this section
in showing that ability to work is, in school pupils. throughout and.
at the close of the school session, almost or quite unimpailk412'
These statortents concern -ni.evtql; nut phyxial, fatigue. The former

the type which would be our primary concern in this stilly if we;
should. have need to give either of them consideration, since there is ,

but a relatively small proportion of physical activity involved in the
work of the university instructor.

Thornlike, after reviewing the experiments investigating. the
relations of "muscular" work and fatigue- to "mental" work and',
fatigue, concludes." that surely there is no uniform-effect of muscular
work upon mental efficiency and that the average intrinsic effect of
moilerat amounts of it is Very Slight.." Furthermore, wwnust bear
in mind that these statements concern actual deereoxe ict. lciency of
mental work, not the feelings of weariness.which, according to Thorn-
dace,* "from what- little is known of them, * * * seem a very
poor symptom rtf the loss of ability." Thus, although the fatigue
resulting, e. g., from conducting .11 clock-hour lecture may, not 1%. the
same as that of an hoitr of recitation or of labOratory, or, again, that
resulting from drhour of recitation in mathematics may not be the-
same as that of an hour of recitation in fitly, because theinfitietice,of
mental-fitigue is not large in any event, there is not much .ju4stificu-

...tion for the contention that discrimination should be made in fixing

I Freeman, F. N. How Children Learn. Boston. Houghton, NIIMIn & Co. Chaptei
XIV, Mental Economy tn.1 Control, Mental Hygiene, p. 288. .

Thorndlke, Educational,PsychOlogy, Vol. III. Teachers College. Chattier IV,
The Inthience of Continuous Mental Work, Special or General, open Heneral Ability, p. 07.

*Op. cit., e. 100:
Op. p. 107.



WORKING LOAD OF FACULTY\ MEMBERS. 7

the teachhig,,schedules on the basis of fati even if such' fatigue
were measurable. As- alrenty) implied. it uch More, important
that, if large differences in time consun in connection with
clock hours of instmtion are ofound, these be given recognition in
such discriminations as are made. This opinion has the additional
support of the fact already stated. that discriminations based upon
the total time investment in connection with a clock hour of instruc-
tion will also in considerable part comprehend the factor of fatigue.

The data concerning time consumed in their activities by teach-
ing members of the faculty of the University of Washington which
are used in this study were secured by means of a questionnaire which
is reproduced in the .appendix. It will he noted that the instructor
was asked to report on time spent in his professional activities dur-
ing one school week, May 14 to 19 (1917), inclusive. It will be seen
also that suck questions as appear on slieet 1 call, for the most part,
for the time spent in non-teaching activities. An exception to this is
question 1. Attention will he called to other less significant excep
tions as they arise in presenting and interpreting the facts ijt the
main !Katy of this report. Questions 2,3, and 4 ask for reports on the
more purely nonir. ,triwtioual professional activities of teaching nwm-
bers- of the faculty, Sheet 1 of the quest ionnaire was devised to se-
cure a statement of all time spent in instructional work. including
time spent in carrying on the clasA NVOrk.,) time required, for imme-
diate preparation for the work, in correcting fitpers of students in
the classes. etc. This sheet, with question 1 of sheet 1, was designed
to ascerhiin.the "total time consumed" in the more purely instruc-
tional activities of the ember's of the teaching staff of the uni-
versity. .

The details of tin' methods of using the data gathered lay means of
the questionnaire will he described at appropriate points in the sue-.
seeding sections of this report.

B. THE WORKING LOAD OF MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY OF A
t UNIVERSITY.

How much time per week and per day is actually spent by.the
Members of the faculty .of a university in connection With inst rue-.
tional orlyboth in class and out' How. much lime is devoted to per-
sonal. research and to other noninstiuctional. professional activities!
What constitutes the total \Corking', week amLworking day for tirose:

'employed to teach in a university? These and some closely related
questions are pertinent to the solution of the problem of deteruitning :

the teaching load and will be answered from the data assembled -.for-



8 THE TEACH ING LOAD N. A UNIVERSITY.

the investigation before proceeding to the task of analying the
influence of what we may term the factors of the teaching load.

The total teaching time.Total teaching time is here understood to
compreluind all work of an instructional character, including time
spent in class, in preparation for class sessions, and in reading papers
or doing other work connected with such class sessions, as reported
on sheet 2 of the questionnaire; It includes also the time spent in the
sppervisiOn'of students working on individual research problems as
reported under the first inquiry on sheet 1. It does not include
'work in connection with extension courses, nor such instruction as
may have been given during office hours reported in inquiry 3 on
sheet 1 tof the questionnaire. The "teaching days" in hours of the
members of the faculty in the 'University of Washington are shown
in Tablo 1. The teaching day has been arrived at by dividing the
total teaching time fur t he week by the-number of teaching days
in the school week at the time-the data were collected.

.

TAMA.: 1.Tedob big //ay of intuctorx in the ritirervitm of Washing/oil.

.Intrtli Of to irhing iley, in I, urs. All
MO moors.

2

Instructors
not doom,
libr
nor subsi-
dised for
rescurch.

Instructors
not
head.; of
depnrt-

111Mariat19,
lint sill

zed for
research.

Rands of
dl lr then
climMart
deivirt-
wins.

I Mitts.

3 4

02.0- 2.9 2 1
3.0- 3.9 9 5 2
4.0- 4.9 mow.., 17 16 14 2
5.0- 5.9 27 26 21
6.0.6.9 12 12 12
7.0- 7.9 11 13 13
8.0- 6.9 6 6 4 2
9.9- 9.9 2 2 1

10.0-10.9 4 4 4
13.0-13.9. . 1 1

Total number in group tat Re 76 13
As'erage number of hours in leeching (lily 1

for group 5.11 G.0
1

15 4.2

1 Not computfitirom this table, but from original figures for the teaching day of each tnarpher LI the
facility used Id Making the able.

The import of the table is perhaps so obvious as to. require only
brief interpretation. In. column 2 of thistable is shown the distribu-
tion of these teaching days of 100 members of the faculty wlre.re-
sponses itqlielueStibunaire were, made in such a manner as, to perniit
the computation .of the length of the teaching day. No 'member of
the faculty*Aan is employed by the university for part time only is
represoted in this column. It includes the teaching days of 7 deans,
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3 librarians devoting only part time to instruction, 1 instructor sub-
sidized for research and devoting only half-time to instruction, and
13 heads of other than one -nian departments who are not deans.
These 100 teachers are approximately three-fifths of those on the
instructing staff of the university at the time reports were called
for.' It is to be noted that the teaching day ranges in length from
2 hours to 13.9 hoursa strikingly wide variation. The distribution

in rough approximation to the curve of normal frequency. the
'modal number of hours in the teaching day= being 575.9. The average
teaching day. computed not from -the table but from the original
lig-ures for the teaching -days of each member of the faculty. is 5.8
hours. Column 3. reports the teaching days of 89 instructors, exclud-
ing 7 deans; 3 librarians, and 1 instructor subsidized for research, and
shows a range and distribution of teaching (lays very similar to that
in. column 2, the essential difference, as is to be expected, being the
smaller number of short, teaching days in Column 3. The model

'teaching day is still the same, while the average is o ly slightly
greater, 6 hours, as compared with 5.8 hours for th4 tire group
of 100 instructors. Column 4 shows the distribution the 76 in-
structors remaining after excluding those already ex tied in column
3 and also 13 heads of other than one-intin depart eats who are not
at the same time deans. We have thus remaining in column 4 the
teaching days of those who are given no special remissions of teach-
ing hours fOr administrative and. other activities. We find in this
column the same range and much. the same distribution of hours in
the teaching day as before, with'im average teaching day but one-
.tenth of an hour longer than sho'wn in the preceding table.

This table also presents in columns 5 and 6, respectively, the tpah-
ing days of 13 "heads of other than one-man departments and of 7
deans. The former group includes no heads of departments who
are also deans, as these hlate been included 'in the group of deans.
The Welling days of the;e two groups are given special attention at
this point because they include the officers of administration who are
allowed remissionsi5f teaching hours for the work of administration.
Columns 5 and 6 of the table'show that they devote less time to teach-

v. work than do those whose teaching days are tabulated in column
4. The difference is striking in the case of the deans who devote
apprOximately two-thirds as many hours per day to teaching work
as do the members of the group in the column mentioned. 1,t, is less
striking for. the heads of departments who spend approximately

A total of 110 instructOrs tilled oat the questionnaire, but for one reason or another
the responses'of 10 rould.not be used for this cortion-of the study.
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.

eleven-twelfths as much time to teaching work as do those in the
, nonadministrative group.

Time spent in the superrision of shidents working on imliridunt
research problems.Mention has been made (p. 8) of the fact that
time spent in supervising 'students working on individual research
problems has been included in the total teaching time of the instruc-
tors reporting for this investigation. Only 43 of the group of 10b
instructors whose reports were used in studying the total time de-
voted to teaching report students working on such problems during

-the second semester of the school year 1910-17. Fifty-seven instruc-
bkrs, more than half, report no.such supervision. The 43 responsible
for instruction of this sort repot% a total of 1'24' studentsan aver-
age of about 3 students per insh.uctor. The total amount. of time
spent in such supervision by all members of the faculty reporting
during the week of May 14-19 was 94.8 hours, or an average of 0.70

t hour per student. This total of 94.8 hours is slightly less than 3 per
cent of the total of 3.172 hours spent in all instructional work during
that Week by the entire group of 100 instructors. ;Whether it is an
important consideration in adjusting the teaching load must be'de-

, termined largely by the number of such studebts the individual in-
, structor is supervising.

light is thrown on this shows the
distribution of such students according to the osponses in ths ques-
tionnaire. If we recall that the average weckty time expenditure
per student in work of this nature is but 0.70 hour, it will be seen by
reference to this table that a relatively small number of instructors
will need to have such an adjustment made fot them. If no adjust-
ment. has already been made in assigning to the instructors the
caurses in which these students are. oiled, it. will be advisabfe to
make some reduction in the teachill schedule of those who must
.superVise the work on individual research problems of four or more
students.

Time spent in allnoninytructional activities.The aspect of the
workiag load of members of the faculty of a university to which we
now direct our attention is the total time spent in activities com-
prehended by questions 2, 3, and 4 on sheet 1 of our questionnaire
.(seo appendix). It. is to be noted that the inquire after time spent
in personal research,, in .other official duties for the nniversity

.(otice hours, committee work, administrative functions, etc.)," and
in profesSiOnal activities not otherwise reported."

1 In this number ays been Included only those students who were enrolled In coursesregularly Ilstid as tPses In Individual research. The number does not Include those
students working on emeskr theses In courses detoted largely to regular class Instruc-'lion.
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TAULK 2.Distribution of students working on individual research problems.

Number of
students.

0
1

3

Number of
instructors.

57

5

1

6

-
9 1

Totals 124 100

Although the term is in a: slight measure a misnomer, this part of
the working load will be referred to here as the noninstructional load.
The partial inapplicability of the term is illustrated by the fact that
the personal research (see question 2, sheet 1, abendix) may some-
times be rightly considered direct, or almost direct, preparation for
class work. However, the difficulty of distinguishing between such
personal research and preparation for class work is mentioned by
but 2 of the 100 instrUctors whose answers are used in the present sec-
tion of this investigation. Again, office hours (see question 3, sheet 1,
appendix), especially of instructors other than deans and heads of
departments, are at drice seen to be set aside in part. or whole for
instructional purposes. Tliat a few of the "professional activities
not otherwise reported" (see question 4) are instructional ins.charac-
ter may be seen by referring to Table 3, which shows the frequency
with which the many sorts of "professional activities not otherwise
reported " recurred in the reports of 100 instructors. "Miscellaneous
Work connected with teaching" may in three of the sii.cases be prop-
erly clas.;ified as instructional. The same may be said of all four
instances of "work on future courses." One of the reports classified,
under " Special conferences With members of faculty or .students"
ivas,probably instructional: The remainder of the clnssificat4ons are
not chargeable to instructional time, in the sense in which this term
is herOeing.used. Under-" Professio eadihg" Jas been included
only general professional reading, not thatw alculated to pre-
pare for 4. specific course. " Extension work," although instructional,
is not work done in connection with instructional work ping forward
on the. camptft On the whole, the term " noninstructional " is seen
to be fairly ap cable.
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TABLE 3.Clussilicathm of "Professional activities not otherwise reported."

Activity. Number
ef I lines
reported.

1'refes4nal Service for puldic . 17Professional societies or clubs
17Professional reading
12Extension work
9Public lectures and addresses
9Miscellaneous Work connected with Leaching
aWork on tut uro courses
4Military drill (faculty company)
4Cooperation in st latent act i vit exs
ISpecial conferences with members of faculty orstudents
3Work on material intended for publication
3Work on university plant . 3Professional correspore lence
2Professionill I n vestigation (not research)
2Red Cross parade
2Faculty meeting 1
2Faculty forma meeting
2Departmental meeting
2Miscellaneous
5

Total number of Ilderent I rodructers reporting these avivitles i ti INumber reporting no such activities
311

I As there was no faculty meeting held during the week of May 14-19,11 is probable thattliejo t wo reportsner to attendance upon attest: ing of the faculty turbo), it vobibtory and uneflicial body id trishaw!, uponwhose meetings is reported as a type of activity immediately followingthis typo by two other members ofthe faculty.

Having:set down such qualifications as need to be made on the use
of the term, we next proceed to a brief study of this noninstruc-
tional load of the 100 members of the faculty of the University of
Washington whose reports could be utilized for this purpose. The
distribution of the members of the faculty by hours per day spent in
such activities is shown in Table 4.4.Column 2 of this table displays
the distribution for all these insittiebers. Of the entire gToup, 19

.spend less than one hair per day in these nomnstructional activities.'
Oahe entire group 78 spend. less than 4 hours in As way, -only 22
reporting 4 hours or more. The average for all is 2.7 hours per (lay.
Columns 3 d 6 in this table are introduced to detect the influence
,fm the norm tructional load of holding administrative pffices per-
forming ze ain other functions for the university. Column 3 gives
the distribu ion for the 89 instructors remaining after the figures for
'7 deans, 3 li rarians devoting only part time to instructional work,
and 1 instru r. who is subsidiZed for noninstructional work have
been excluded. Their elimination is at once seen to decr4se the dis-
tributions in the larger classifications, 9 of the 11 seliminated re-porting fourhOurs or more of noninstructional work. The influence
of this elimination may.also bveen in the average, which is here 2.4

..hoursper day. The next column excludes in addition the figures for
.13 heads of other than one-man departments (who are not also
deans). This .further exclusion is.seen again to reduce the Mtt-

A footnote to the table calla attention to four tnetnbera who rep hrt no work of this'ore.
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hers in the larger classifications, while the average number of hours
spent in noninstructionakactivities by these 76 instructors is but 2.2:
Columns- 5 and 6,-respectively, present the distribution for 1:3 heads
710 lTier than one-man departm:nts and for 7 deans. The average
for the former group is 4.1 hours, and for the latter 4.6 hours.

TA HU: 4.n/de; spt nt in aetivilies huffily sioninstructional in character (per-
sonal research. office hours, administrative duties, committee work, awl other
irlifessiinml activities) by members of the faculty of the University of
Washington. .

Number of hours p,r ,lay.

-1'

1.0-1.9

3.0-3.9

9.0-9.9

Number in group
Average number ,q hours per day

'1111110...

All
II...init. t ors.

Instructors
xclusive 0
7 deans. 3

librarians.
and I other
instructor.

Instructors
xclusive of
7 deans, 13
heads of

other than
one-man de-
partme.nts.
3111,ml-fans,
and 1 other
instructor.

2 3 4

119 119 119
22 22 21
18 16 13
19 19 16
8 6 4
6 3 1
S 2 1.

2 1
1 1 1

100 89 711
2.7

I
2.1 2.2

Heads of
other than

onemtan de-
partments.

Deans.

6 6

1
3 2
3
2 2
2 2
1

13 7
4.1 4.6

I Four of these report m such activities.

In the tabulations of ihe time devoted to the several kinds of work
done by an instructor during the week under consideration the writer
has assumed an almost uncritical attitudei. e., he has assumed that
the instructor reporting has been justified in including all the time
and activities that he has reported. Pains were taken, of course, in
framing the questionnaire that only time spent in legitimate pro-
fessional activities should be reported, and it is felt that the re-
sponses are fairly free from reports on other than such legitimatei
activities. Neyertheless, it is doubtful whether a questionnaire could
be so framed or a hundred copies of the questionnaire could be so
filled as to eliminate entirely all extraneous activities. Although as-
suming the uncritical attitude to which reference has been made, and

. regarding as 'legitimate all work reported. in the tabulation, the in-
vestigator became conscious of a possihle source of error in the mode
of statement ouestion 4 on. sheet 1 of the ,questionnaire.1 It is
pipbably certai4hhat, because those who filled out the questionnaire
were not definitelydirected to exclude from their answer to this ques-

%Bee appendix.

/".
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tion all professional activities for which they were receiving remu-
neration- from other than university sources,- and exclusive of salary
received as officers of the university, some such professional activities .

have been here reported. We may here refer again to Table 3, which
presents a classification of these activities, in furnishing corrobora-
tion of the statement just made. In the first group. " Professional
service for public," are includetionly a very few for which such out-
side remuneration may have been received. The group reporting
attendance upon, or activity in connection with, "Professional so-
cieties or clubs" manifestly would include none receiving such-re-
muneration. Most of those whose reports are included under " Ex-
tension work" are receiving solve small additional remuneration for
the work. The total amount of time -here does not exceed a few
hours. The " Publiclectures and addresses" may include a few com-
mencement addresses for which outside remuneration is customarily
received. One of the six in the next group in the table is reported
as "tutoring out-of-town pupils," for which it is possible the in-
structor received some remuneration. A careful examination of the
reports shows no other activities for. which outside or additional
remuneration may have been received. It does, however, discover a
few reports of additional activities which need not lie quoted here,
because of the small amount of time devoted to them, anti which are
doubtfully chargeable to the working load of a member of the faculty
of a university.

TABLE 5.Time devoted to personal 'research by instructors in the University
of Washington.

Number of toureduring the wee ." Al!
Instructors.

iexclusivetcldr eu sua seti re,

librarians,
and 3 other

instrue
torsi.

one-manone -man
depart-
mentor.

Deans.

2

-----7---
I 54

7
14
11

3
2

1

1

1

1

1

3 4 4

0.0 -1.9
2.0- 8.9 a4.0- 6.9 ..

8. 0-
10.0-11.9
12.0-13.0
14.045i
16.0-17.9
1/4. Cr-19. 0
20.0-21.9
22.0-23.9
24.0-25.9
41.0

Total number to group
Average nuintior of hours In personal research during

week

a45
5

14
10

3
3

2

1

1
1

1
1

48

1
1
2

1

1

.

4 4
2

1

1(U

3.7

87

4.1
,

13

3.0

7

2.1

1 Three by agreement perform otheiservims for the university In time not spn
1 Includes 48 who Canted forward no research during the week.

Includes 39 who carried forward no research during the week.
4 Now of there Waled forward research during the week.

teas tin.*
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A careful- estimate of all time spent in such professional activities
doubtfully chargeable to the working load of the faculty member
does not place the maximum total above 80 hours for the week for
all instructors. It is probably considerably less than this. But,
taken at this maximum estimate, it would be but 15.15 hour pOr day
per instructor. and could therefore introduce only a proportionally
small and almost inconsiderable error into the computation of the
average noninstructional load or total working load of instructors.

Time spent in pe 'wand reseoreh,.It will be profitable now to pro-
ceed to a more detailed study of the noninstructional load .of a uni-
versity faculty by scrutinizing successively the three main parts into
which it may be divided, carts implicit in questions 2, 3, and 4 on
sheet 1 of the questionnaire. The first part/is that comprehended
by what we have,termed Personal research."' The main facts as to
time spent in this work during the week upon which we have reports
are presented in Table 5. Column 2 of this table shows that 54
more that: halfof the grOup of 100 instructors whose reports could.
be used for this part of the investigation spent very little or no
time in research. In fact, as indicated in a footnote t6 the table,
all but 6 of this group of 54 (i. e., 48 instructors), report no time
spent in this way. In other words, practically half of all the hi=
structors reporting for this investigation spent. no time in research.
The remaining instructors, 52 in number, spentfrom a fraction of
an hour to 41 hours in this kind of activity during the week. Most
of these, however, reported less than Whours of research. The aver-.
age number of hours per week, computed not from the distribution
in column 2 but from the original figures for individual members
of the faculty, is 3.7, which is approximately two-thirds of an hour
per day.

As it may by.some be considered nfair to pass a judgment upon
time devoted to research by members of a group, some of ;whom are,
by the nature .of their positions, prevented from carrying forward
any personal research, in column 3 of Table 5 has been introduced
the distribution in. numbers of hours spent in research by those from
whom we are more nearly justified in expecting research. From
thagroup here concerned have been excluded 7 deans, 3 librarians dis-.
voting only part time to instruction, and . 3 other instructors by
agreement with the university performing other services fur it in
the time not spent. in teaching. Theexclusion of these cannot mark-
edly affect the distribution of instructors as.to time spent in.researeh,
although the reduction :in: numbers of instruetorsla largely in the

The term " personsi_zoorch" In here used to distinguish the.researeit being carded
forward by the member of the faittity himself from that Which students are working Outunder his supervision.
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classifications devoting small amounts of time. Here, again, a foot-
note calls attention to a very. large number who spent no time in
research. The average amount of time so spent-1.1 hours per week
is seen to be somewhat higher. indicating a small measure of justi-
ficotion for the.charge preferred in the opening sentence of this para-
graph. Nevertheless, if this week of May 14-U) may be taken to be a
representative cross section of a working year in this tiliiversity,--
and there is little occasion for believing it to be markedly other
wise one of the lines of activity a university is expected to en-
courage, Viz, research'on the part of its faculty, is being far from
generally pursued. although some are devoting generous amounts of
time to it.

In columns 4 and 5 of this table are presented the facts as to re-
search time. respectively, of heads of other than one-man depart -
ments and of deans. The former devote slightly less time on the
average to .research than do those whose t.eearelt time is tabulated
in column 3, while the latter, as is to be expected because of their
burden -of administrative work, spend notably less time--in fact,
about one-half as much.

TABU xfient in othr'r official duties (office hours, emnmitter work,
ofinatibitratire fniirtivn.. (qr.) NI members of the forully of the Universityof Washingbm.

4
S oral roc of hours !ter week. 1 Full-time

instructors.
1

Heade of
other h:tn

one-rounde-
partmltuis.

Itcons.'

43

0.0- 1.9....
2. 0- 3. 9 31

17 "
4.0- 5.9

146.0- 7.9 8 '28.0- 9.9 310:0-11.9
412.0-13.9

14. 0-1:, 9
116.0-17.9
118.0-10.9

20.0-21.9
22.0-M.9
34.0-35.9 ,
36.0-37.9
40.0 -11.9 a 1

Tote! number In group 76 ..13Average number of Ileum per week 3.5 15.1

Time spent in, other official duties (office hours, committee -work,
adminiorative functions, etc.).A 'second portion of the noninstruc-
tional load 'deserving some special attention is the time spent in
"other official ditties for the university (office hours, committee
work, advinistrative functions, etc.)," a report on which was called
for ln inquiry 3 on the first, sheet of the :questionnaire (see appendix):
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Table 0 presents the distribution in hours per week in this work for
7t; 11111-time instructprs; e., all instructors remaining in our total
group of 100 after excluding deans, librarians, heads of other than
one-man departments, and one other instructor subsidized for in-
vestigation (column 2). for 13 heads of other titan one-man dePart-
t tents (column 3). and- for i deans who are also heads of dhartments
(column 4).. At the foot of the distribution colunnts are shown the
averages for (tacit of these groups. As is to be expected, hot h the dis-
tributions and the averages indicate a marked tendency toward an
increase of tinte required for these activities as we proceed front the
full-time instructors through the heads of departments to the deans.
The fact that the average for the heads of departments is within ap-
proximately three hours of that for deans may be partially explained
by the one head of.depatment reporting 11.3 boors of such activity
for the week. The average for the 12 remaining heads of Ilepart-
ments is 10.4 hours. If the tnedians-this measure of central ten-
dency not being as susceptible of the influence of extreme cases as is
the averagewere cumputed.they would be approximately 3..9. and
3 hours, respect ively. for the t lace groups. It is clear that the burden
of work of this nature does not rest heavily on more. than relatively
few of the full-time instructions, and where it does not eXceed live
or six hours per week there can be little necessity of making special
allowance on the teaching schedule for it. For full-time instructors
upon whom are made such exceptional demands for this type of
activity calling for much more than the average of 3.0 hours per
week, it would be but fair-fa make some such special allowance as
;inst. mentioned. If the. figures presented in- Table- 0 are normal,
heads of other than one-luan departments should have some reduc-
tion of teaching schedule for such work and most deans should have
an even greater reduction. Since the demand- for such 'activity
must be heavier for some heads of departments and deans, than for
others, it. will be necessaryto,discriminate by makit r eater allow-

.

ance-to some than to others. th, allowance being propor lotted to the
demands. The..figures for the one week Which were seta in com-
piling Table 6 do not. warrant us in here making recommendations
as to what these allowances should be for particular heads of depart-
iiients- or dens. Before-doing this we should.need reports covering
a longer pei:ipd of time. . .

T;,& spent in " professional activities not otherwise reported."--
We have already given some attettion, to the many sorts of profes.-
.sional activity_ repotted in answer.to'question 4 on the first sheet of
the queSlionnuirei. e., professional activities exclusive of teach-
ing wthk, personal research, and "other official duties for-the mil-
versity (office liotit:s; committee work, administrative functions, etc.)."

108399 -19----3
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As these additional professional activities may play an important part
in determining the working load of a member of the faculty of a uni-
versity, we now extendour analysis of the answers to 'the question.
Unfortunately. the direct ions of quest ion 4 called for the total amount
of time spent in alisuch activities and for a list of them only, neglect-
ing to request a stmement of the time spent in connection with each
kind of activity reported. A large proportion of tlae instructors vol-
untAred the information just referred to, but because a number did
not supply it Our analysis can-give little more than a very imperfect.
aceount of the proportion (if he ti)tal time spent in - professional
activities not otherwise reported " which is devoted to each of the
several classes of activity into which we have divided the reports.

41 However. some estimate of this propirtional relationship may be
made from the numbers of inttructors repining the several classes as

presented in Table 7. These munbers of instructors ace presented for
each of- the subjects or subject groups represented by at least 3 of
the total imbiber of 100 questionnaires used iu this section of the
report. .A number of -sobjects are therefore not rep, esented in tike
table. The classes into which these other professional act ivities. have
been diVided are as follows: (a) (iviteral professional readingi. e.,
professional reading net directly applicable as preparatitch for any
particular course,; (h)- campus professional societies and clubs, such
as the Philological Club or a colloquium ; (e) extension work, usually
correspondence instruction.; ((1) other off-campus professional activi-
ties, such as public addreso.es or other professional service for:or-in
contact with the piddle; and (c) miscellaneous professional activities

'Id many sorts, sometliing its to the nature of which may be discovered
by it glance through the categories of Table Table 7 reports in
addition the number of instructors reporting; (f) no other profes-
sional activities, as well as the average number of hours per week per
instructor devoted to all of the classes of activity just' named.

It is at once manifest that only f$,Ltpreign language, Mathematics,
the-sciences, and engineering are the numbers of instructors report-
ing large enough to give the figures in the remaining columns of the
table even an approximation to dependability. Of the large group of
.?.2 instructors of foreign' language, 3 reported general pr-ofessional
refulinfr5 reported activity in connection with a campus profes-
sional club, 1 reported time spent in extension work, 3 reported other
off,campits prtifessional:aetivities 8 reported miscellaneous proie9,
sional*tivities,.9 reported no'other professional activities, while the
average number of houis per meek in these aetivitie-4btit 3.1, or
slightly more than a half hour per day. A eoniparison of
tribut ion with that of some of the other groups and with the. figures
of totals in the lowest-horizontal row shows a tendency in 'this snb-
jut group toward a relatively infrequent participatidu in oft-cismpus-

.
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professional activities, a larger proportion of instructors'deN;oting no
time to these "other professional activities," and a smaller average
number of hours per week per instructor in such activities. A simi-
lar tendency is evident in the figures for the instructors of mathe-
matics. In contrast to these aril the distributionslor the sciences and
engineering. in which a larger proportion report 'off- campus pro-
fessional activities, a smaller proportion reporting no other pro-
fessional activities and a -higher average number of hours of such
activities per ,week per instructor than do foreign language and
mitthentaties. While the remaining subjects and subject groups are
less adequately represented than the fourso far named, thetlata shown
concerning them may deserve at least passing mention. The average
number of hours per week for 6 instructors of English is approxi-
mately dint of.the total of 84 instructors. data for whom are included
in this,table. The average for the:social studies is surprisingly low,
considering the ilature of the subject taught by the instructors in this
group?, were tea hing economics t 1, political science: 1,.sociology;
and, 1. history. It the light of the nature of most of these subjects,
one vpects for m st of them more tune than the table repo
Although the nature d the subject is. such as to require considers
touch -with the public schools, the average for education is probab y
higher.than normal. be average for psychology and philosophy is
also probably higher tli'vt normal. The figures for home economics
are, not unlike those for the sciences. Those for law, because they
are based upon the reports of but three instructors, are scarcely de-.
serving of attention.

. .c
7.Ntonber of -inxtruckirs denoting time. to "prolemionot nefirities nototheneiNe reported" and the orerape porober of hourk per ii,erk go spent.

111'
Subject or subject

group.

Number
of in-

strutiors
reporting.

Number of frotrurtors devoting time to--
0) Om-
en:0 pro-
fessional
resat&

(I) Cam-
pus pro-
fessional
societies.

Foreign language
English
Mathematics
Social mottles
Education
Philosophy and psy-

chology
Sebenttw
!Ionic economies
Engineering
taw

Total

22
6
8

4

4
16

4
IS
3

3

1

2

2
2

(r)
temitot
work.

1
2

(4) Other (0 NCI* irj.sn
off-cam- cyllanentvl oth
pus pro- probe- f

f.st(emir:mai atonal ....,,,7",9
activities. activities

I
Average
number
of hours

per week
per In-

attuctor.

3
1

2

4

a

6

'I
5
8
2

9'
8
5
8

3
2

3.1
4.6
2.7
5.0

13.7

10.4
4.1
4.5
6.0
3.3

12 7 11 24 17 31 4.7

Notwithstanding the acknowledged weakness of the figures just
cited, they have a general it ]port that may not well be ignored. The
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avtrage number of hours spent in the activities under consideration,
according to Table 7, is 4.7. When the average number of hours
spent in such activities is computed for the entire group Al 100 in-
structors. it 15 found to be 5.5. Thus the average may be quid to
approximate 5 Or 6 hours per week. The statement is oceassiona4
made that reductiOns in the teaching schedule should he made to
allow for these activities. It Must be evideut at once from the figures
presented that it would be unwise to make a tiniform allowance for
all Subjects anthill instructors: some subjects are of such a character
as to'require more time than others in the rofessional activities under
consideration. The 1111 lre reasonable pm ure would be to make no
such allowaiire except. for subjects .where the average number of
hours_ per week exceeds markedly the avikrage here found, 5 or ti.
There are no doubt subjects foe which and 4instruct ors for 'whom
such concessions should he made. In genefqttrthesl,will be the newer
and-more rapidly : developing subjects--what 3. may term the
41.onanik subjectsand the instructors of these subjects who are
keeping fully On east of the developments in them. As soon as it
appears that such concessions are no longer necessary or are no longer
properly utilized. they should be withdrawn. Because of the paucity
and weakness of the figures for subjects and subject groups us here
reported, before the extent of such concessions may he justly deter-
mined, a suppleimentary investigation should be mink into the time
spent in these other professional aytivit ies either by a larger number
of instructors, or through a. lengh period of time, or both. Such a
supplementay.inves,igation should make the additional distinction
between other professional activities that'bring additional remunera-
tion and those.that'do not, since the just ice of making eoncessions for
activities for which the .instructor is.receivig adequate additional
remuneration is bound to be called into question.

TAITLE 8.--71;0 working day of IOU instielors III (ha Lliircrxity of ll'axhinglon:
bonntli of

working day
In hours..

4.9__ _

5.9--

7.0-- 7.9 .8.0
0.0 9,9

Number .
of .

instructors.
4

_ 10
__ '14

15
.14
17
10

11 -11.0_ ___ 11
12 1 12.9.

1
.0-13.0-

14.0-14.9
1-14

Total number of imArtaton5_ too
Average working day in hours 8.5'
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Table 8 shows th distribution oT 100 members of the faculty of the
The total work'ng load-of members of the -:--,faculty of auh;versity.

University of Washington IN to number of hours in the total work-
ing day.' The total working. day of each instructor has been ob-

,tained by adding together what has previously been reported in this
stiuty as the total teaching time per day and the time spent per day
in noninstructiollt activities, the actual totarivorking day chaiB-
all timespent in connection with 'class work both within and without .

the class period (see sheet 2 of the nnestionnaire reprodrced in the
appendix), time spent in the supervision of students working on in-
dividual research problems lquestion 1, sheet 1). time spent in per-
sonal research (question 2), time spenb on "other official duties for
thu university (office hours, committee work. administrative func-
tions, etc.)," ands lastly, time spent in "profes:donal actin -ities not
otherwise repOrted." This table discloses a remarkably wide range '
in the length of .the total working day, from 4 hours to 14.9 hours
a difference of nearly 11 hours between the shortest and the longest
working days in this group of 100 instructors. However, relative'y
small numbers are to be found in the 4-1.9 hour group at the lower
extreme and in the 12-12.0.13-13.9, and 14-14.9 hoar groups Fairly
large and approximately equal munbersfrom 10 to 1T ---a1-e to be

in each orthe interveninggron ps. Thiffhe distribution here
does not, as vitli the teaching day (see Table 1), remotely resemble'
the curve of normal frequency ; nor is there a m rked modal length.of working day. The average lengt h of wor,Iii g day is 8.:1 hours,
remarkably near the 8-hou day being advoca ed anti carried into .

effect by legislation for other occulpat ions. From what has been said
above (p. 10) in the discussion of the facts concerning time spent
in noninstructional activities. Thus this total working day includes
able to the university maybe slightly leits .than the average of 8:5
hours here reported, but the Maximum error due to the iptroduction
of such extraneous professiOnal activities can hardly be more than,
0.16 of an hour.

.- -- . r
.

Relatiarn.qhipx of the eamponent8- of the total 'working loa4.- (a).
Hour and pc/ventage reltdionehips.Thus far, in this part.-(11) of
this 'report we have presented the facts concerning time spent in
instructional activities, in all .noninstructional rhivities (including
personal research, official duties for the university, and professional
aCtiities not otherwise reported), and also concerning the total
working load of members of a university faculty. As we have not .41
yet directly investigated the relationships that May exist between the
components of the total workingload, Ave now turn to this importantie

. , ,-phase of our main problem.

t Computed on the busts of .the tikAny tenehlug wick In operattOu nt the' ti me the datawore collected, .
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The relationship may first-b.° studied by comparing the average
number of hours spent in each of the different kinds of work and in
all work by members of the faculty. These averages will be found
in Table 9. Besides presenting the averages for teaching work
(columns 2 and 3), personal rescue!' (colunins 4 and 5), noninstruc-
tional activities (columns 8 and 9), and all working time (columns 10
and 11), this table indicates the average number of hours devoted to
"other activities" (columns (; and 7), i. e., to noninstructional activi-
ties not including personal research. The facts are made somewhat
clearer by Table 10, which presents the percentages the average num-
ber of hours spent in each of.tlie different activities are of the average
total working time per week. This table shows that the average
per cent of the total working time spent in connection with teaching
work for the entire group of 100 instructors whose reports were
usable for this part of our study was .68. Thirty-two per cent was
spent in noninstructional activities and of this time 8 and 24 per cent,
respectively, were devoted to personal research and to :oilier non-
instructional activities. When the reports for 7 deans, 3 librarians.
and 1 other person not considered a full-time *instructor oor excluded,
the average' per cent spent in teaching work rises to 71, the per cent
in, noninstructional activities dropping to 21!. For this group, re-
search time is higher by 1 per cent than for the entire group of 100
instructors, while the per cent of time spent. in other activities drops
by 4. By excluding, in addition to those excluded from group 2, 13 '
heads of other than one-man departments, thus leaving only those
who may justly. be considered full-time instructors, we note another
rise in _average per cent of tine spent in teaching work. to 74, non-
instructional activities consuming 26 per cent of the total time.. Here
we find no anticipated increase in the proportion of time spent- in
personal research, although we find a decrease in time spetu,40 -other
activities. Heads of other than one-man departmentsoi% the aver-
age, devote only 57 per cent of their working timele teaching, the
remaining 43 per cent being spent in noninstrItional activities.
These heads of departments devote a somew t smaller percentage
of time to personal research. than do th the preceding group,
and more than twice the percentage in al* activities.
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TAJILE 9.-Arerage number of hours spent ire teaching 'cork, personal research,
other artiritics. all noninstructional artiritirs, and all Ark by members ofthe faculty of the University of Washington.

Group of faculty members.

venrge
number of

hours
devoted to
burning

work.

Average
number of

hours
devoted to

peNnritli
research.

Per
week .

Per
day.

Per
week

4

Per
day.

2 3

I. One hundred instructors I
2. Eighty-nine 131S1rlitorS (11\0111ding 7

deans, 3 librarians, and I other person,
none of these being considered Ul-
timo teachers)

3. :eventv-eix onstruetors (excluding,
in addition to those omitted from
(Imp 2, 13 heads of other than one-
nmn departments)

4. Thirteen heads of °titer than one-man
departments (who are not also den ns) .

5. Seven deans

31.7

33.2

13.7

30.1
'19

5. S

e-0

6.1

5.5
1.2

3.7

4.0

4.0

3.6
2.1

0.7

.7

.7

.4

A verage
number of

hairs
devoted to

tit her
octi, Wes.

Average
number of

hours
deemed to
personal
rmearrh

and other
activities.

Total
average

number of
working
hours.

Par Per Ter Per Per I Per
week. day. Week. day. week. day.

6 7

11.4

9.4

7.9

2.1

1.7

1.4

19.1 3.5
3 4.2

8 9 10 I II

151 2.7 46.8 5

13.4 2.4 46.5 8.5

11.9 2. 2 45.5. 8.3

227 4.1 Si 9 9.6
214 4.6 48.3 8.8-

11 inst motors whose responses emid be used in this part cf the investigation, Inc uding deans Illars-rt in., 'load:. of department., etc.

T. %IMF 10.--.l rerage per rent of the' oernlir total working time *pilot in teaching
work, procona re,1 othoT ay/ire/lux, mid tin tioniuxtrtictional activities by
iiiemburs of the it of the University of Washington.'

Group of fovult y member- 1 Teaching Ter4onal '
I

Other
Non -

true.
wart. re.e.irt h. %et I v1Ues. tonal

activities.

2 3 5

Pa. el, O. cene Prr cent. Per refs,.1. One hundred instructor. Is 9 24 322. Eighty-nine instructor. (excluding 7 dealt., 3 librarian., and
and 1 other person, none of these 'being considered full-time

29teachers) 71 2!3. Seventy-.is Instructors (excluding, In addition to three
omitted from (Iron p 2, thirteen heads dottier than one-man
deputment.)- 74 9 17; 26

4. Thirteen hesciebof other than one-man departments (who
ore not also dgurn;) 57 7 - 36 435. veveif deans 47 4 49 58

1 Computed front the figures for "hours per week" to be found In Tu ;1, 9.

The tendencies shown for deans are the same as tholk for hends of
departments, except that.,"as is to be anticipated-, they are much more
marked for the former group.. The total workirig time, of deans is
seen to be approximately eqmilly divided between teaching work and
noninstructional activities. Their average per cent. of'time spent in
personal research is approximately half that for the preceding gi:oup,
while the proportions of time spent in other activ,ities Ad in teach-

.
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"Mg work are almost identical. The essence of these facts may be pre-
seated in another way by saying, e. g., that, on the basis of reports
madoby 100 membPrs and disregarding distinction between full-time
instructors awl those who devote part time to.adtuNstration, for

0 every three members of the faculty employed the university may ex-
pect the approximate equivalent of two members devoting all their
working hours to teaching work and one all his time to no,struc-
tional activities; that for every four full -time instructors- employed
the university may expect the approximate equivalent of three i-
structors devoting all their working hours to teaching work and one
all his time to noninstructional activities; that for every two-deans
employed the university may expect the approximate equivident of
one devoting all his working hours to teaching work and one all his
time to noninstructional activities; also, that for every 12 members
of the faculty employed the university may expect the approximate-,
equivalent of one member devoting all his working time to research.

(b) The coefficients of eorrelestion,.An extension of large signifi-
cance ip the study of the relationships of the components of the
total working load is made possible by the investigation of these re-
lationships through the comptuation of the Pearson coefficient of
correlation and. the regression equations.' These coefficients and equa-
tions are assembled in Table 11. In the left-hand column of this
table are given. the names of each pair of series of data for which the
coefficients and regression equations have been computed. The co:
efhcients and equations are seen to have been computed for three
groups of instructors.. The group of 100 includes all instructors
whose reports have been so far utilized in this stfidy, among them
7 deans; 3 librarians, devoting only part time to instructioh; 13 heady
of other trani one-man departments; 2 instructors who, although
carrying a full teaching load.' by agreement with the university per-
form other services for it during the time not spent, inIteaching; and
1 instructor subsidized for investigation. The group of 87 -57611% the
7 deans, 3 librarians, and the 3 instructors last named. The group
of 76 excludes also the 13 heads of other than one-man departments,
but includes the 2 instructors who by agreement. perform- the ".other
services" for the university. The purpose of the grouping will be-
conic manifest as we proceed with the interpretation of the table.

The computation of these coefficients of correlation has Made it,
Possible to investigate the reliability of a statement frequently made
anti an opinion frequently. .held, in university circles -viz, that a
proper method of encouraging research includes as its most important
featyre a general reduction of the teaching schedule of all members
of a faculty., This theory assumes: that there is a rather constantly
operating causitl relationship between time spent iit teaching and
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time spent in research; that as the former inc-reases, the latter de-
creases, and vice .versa. if this were true we should find in Table 11
a large negative coefficient of correlation, which is .not the case. It
is negative but. it is very small, not only when colnPuted for the entire
group of 100 instructors, but also for the group of 'ST instructors and,
again. for the group of T6 instructors; i. e.. when only those who are
expeeted.to carry a full teaching load, and who have no large and
specially assigned 'administrative or other function to perform, are
considered.' The significance of these small 'negative correlations
may be better appreciated after quotation from Rugg 2 011 the mean-
ing of coefficients of dill:ring magnitudes:

The experience of the present ,writer In examining many correlation tables
has led him to regard correlation as " negligible" or "indifferent" when r
the coefficient of correlation) is less than .15 to .20; as "present but low"

W11141 r ranges from .15 or .20 to .35 or .40; as being "markedly present" or
"marked" when r ranges froiu .3.i or .40 to .50 or .60; as being " high " when
It Is shove .60. or .70.

TAnLE 11. Coefficients of correlation and regrengion equations.

Coefficients of corre-
lation.

Scr,,,s of data uo.,1 in comp1113-
lion.

,in0ib-1 87 in- 76 in-
atm- struc- struc-
tors. I tom. tors.

A. (x) Time spent In teaching
work with.tv s time spent In
personal research -0.04

D. cx) Time spent in teaching
work with ty ) time spent In
all nottinstruct lonalactivities. -0.36
ix) Time spent in teaching
work with (y) time spent Its
noninstrurtionnl activities,
escluslveof persenairesearch -0.34

D. (x) Time spent in nontn-
strnet tonal activities, esclu-
sive of personal research,
with (y) time spentin por-
n:mai research

8. (x ,The sum of the time
spen. in teaching work and
In noninstnictional sell%
ties, exclusive of personal
rrtsenrch,wit h t yo time spent
in personal research

- 0.06

- 0.20

-0.21

-0-18 0.14

-0.16 -0.16

JAI 05

- 0.11

-0.07

- 0.10

-0.11

ltegression equations.

100 instructors, 87 instructors'.

x.

7e instructors.

y.a y

-0.07y -0.02x -0.10y -0.04x -0.0(ty -0.03x

-0.37y -0.35z _:(?22y 0.15x -0.13y -0.09x

-0.35y -0.33x -0.26y -0.11y -0.04x

-0.32y -0.10x -0.I9y 0.10a Itn -0.10x

0.32y 0.08x 0.3gy 0.01 -0.20y -0.06x

The correlation between time spent in teaching work and that
spent in personal research is therefore "negligible." That is to

l As has already been stated, in title group of 78 are Included the two instructors who:
although carrglialf toil teaching load, by agreement with the university perform other.
services for it during their working time not spent in teaching. Although they should
not properly be In this group In the computation of the coefficient of correlation between.
leaching time and personal research, they an properly it part of it ror some of the other
conffiaents computed, and to keep the groups Identical, they are here Included. Their
presence affects the coefficient only slightly. Invnlidnting no conclusions.

'Rugg, II, O. atatIstten1 Methods Applied to Education. iloughton Mifflin & Co.,
p. 258.

I Nt)
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say,.an instructor who devotes a relatively large amount of time
to teaching is almost as likely to devote a relatively large amount as
he is to devote a relatively small amount of .time to personal re-
search; and, again, one who devotes a relatively small amount of
time to teaching is almost- as likely to spend a relatively small amount
of time as he is to devote a relatively large amount of time to personal
research.

It would be tutwise-and unfair to pass final judgment on the con-
dition just. described or torecommend on the basis of the findings so
far mentioned an administrative practice for the adjustment of the
teaching schedule that would be designed to promote research eco- 7
nomically, without first giving eosideration to the relationships
between time spent in teacinetnd the remaining component of the
told working load, the time spent in noninstructional activities ex-
clusive of research, either in combination with the time spent in
personal research or alone. When there are three components of a
working load it is evident that a consideration of the relationships
of two of them not be complete if the relationships of the third
are ignOred. If a high negative coefficient of correration should be
found between the time spent in teaching and the time spent in all
noninstructional activities (including both personal research and
other noninstructional activities), our conclusion as to the negligi-
bility of the relationship between teaching time and research time.
would be in considerable part invt idated. llowever, the coefficients
for these two series of data, as s dOwn in Table 11 under B. are seen
to be small. although somewha larger than for time -spent in teach-
ing and time spent in personal r search alone.. While the correlation
is*" present but low " when the data for all instructors, including

.deans, librarians, heads of departngents, etc.. are included in the
computation, it drops to "negligible" when only fitil-time in-
structors without large and speciaMNissigned. administrative or
other functiOns'are included. Almost identical coefficients are found
when time spent in teaching work and time spent in noninstructional
activities, exclusive of personal research, are introduced in the con-
.putation (C in Table II), 'which seems to indicate that stjelt correla-
tion as is found under B must be largely attributable to time
in noninstructional activities exchisiVe of research. Furthermore,
the correlations are highest when administrative-officers and those
with other. specially assigned fUnctions- are included anli.tnost nearly
negligible when they are excluded.

This;. int of posSible weakness of the conclusion as to the almost
negligibre relationship between teaching time and .personal -research
haSbeen further pursued by obtaining the measure of the relation-

ip between the two other sets of datathose given under D: and E
in the table. The former set gives .the measures of correlation of
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time spent in noninstructional activities exclusive of personal re-
search with time spent in personal research. All three coefficients
are so low as to show the correlation to be 'negligible" and to prove
these two components of the o;kiirg load td be far from mutually
exclusive. The latter set gives the correlations between (x) the sum
of the time spent in teaching work and fn noninstructional activities .

exclusive or personal research and (y) time spent in personal re-
search. Here we see that when the coetilent of correlation iscom-
puted for the time spent in all activities administration,
office Hours, etc.), exclusive of personal. research and time spent in
personal research, there results again a sniall negative coefficient;
when the total working !oad is divided into these two parts, they
tire seen to be 4mly to a slight. extent Mutually exclusive.

The regression equations of Table 11. introduced in order to give
a somewhat fuller description of the relationships between- the com-
ponents of the total- working load, also give support to the general
conclusion drawn. The method of reading them from the table is
!is follow's: For the two series of data under A. for all the 100 in-
structors, these e4uations are x=0.07y, and y=0.02x. These equations
may be said to signify. that as the amount of time spent in teaching
work increases by a unit of time, the time spent in personal research .

tends to decrease by only 0.07 of such unit; and that as the time,
spent in personal research increases by one unit, the time spent in
teaching work tends to decrease by only 0.02 of a unit. A glance
at the remaining equations will make clear that in no instance is
there even a renwte approach to equality in the values of x and y.
In most cases they are nearer equality wheri data for all instructors,

,including deans, librarians. heads of other than one-man depart-
ments, etc., are introduced into the computation than when data for
those only Who have no large specially assigned administrative or
other functions are included. Even in these cases an increase of one
Nair x does not tend to bring a decrease in y appreciably above
a third of an hour.

Because there are three series of data involvedviz, (1)- time
spent in teaching, ( time spent in personal research, and (3) time
spent in other nonins ructional activitiesit Was been possible to ex- .

tend this study of the relationship j+etween them by a method of
computation of multiple correlation demonstrated. by Yule.' The
coefficients of correlation obtained by this methOd are as folloivs:

&Yule, G. U. Introduction to the Theory of Statistics. London, Charles Griffin & Co,
pi& 238-241.
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One hundred instructors
r12.3 1 1

ri3.:= 35

Eighty-seven instructors
.09

r,3 = .22

Seventy-six instruc tors
= .06

OS

The regression equations are as follows:
One hundred instructors

x, = .10 .37
x, .06,.12
x, = .34,, .3472

Eighty-seven instructors
!, = .15,, 2873;= .12

Seventy-six instructors
x, = .09.12
'x,= .047,.1023
x3 .0571 .107,

It is seen at once tl.at the coefficients are hardly appreciably largerthan those found by means of the Pearsoirformula for any two series.Nor, the light of the regression equations, except in someof theinstances where administittive officers and other instructors whohave special additional activities assigned them are included, must,
we modify the conclusions which our findings up to this poin
compelling: The interpretation of these equations may be illust atedby reading the first one as follows: When data for all the 100instructors are included in the' computation, for each Imit of increasein the amount of teaching time, there is a tendency to a decrease of0.19 unit and 0.37 unit, respectively, in the amount of time spent in
Personal research and the amount spent in noninstructional activitiesother than research. Thus interpreted, the first and third equationsnotably' the latterfor the entire group of 106 instructors show an
appreciable relationship between the components. But this dimin-ishesin fact, almost disappearsas we exclude froin the computa-tion the data for these instructors with specially assigned administra-tive or other functions.
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As the facts that have been cited discover no such intimate causal
relationship between the components of the working loud as is
implied by those who advocate a general reduCtion in the teaching
schedule in a university in order to encourage research, it should
be clear that research wouldot be generally encouraged by such a

0i-eduction. No doubt a general reduction would result in a larger.
total amount of time spent in research in a university, as it is to be
expeCted that those instructors inclined toward research would
devote more time to it if their teaching schedules would permit. But,
manifestly, this would be a most uneconomical method of encour-.

ent. What. would seem to be a much more economical and prac-
tical' method is the reduction of the teaching schedule for individual
instructors who have demonstrated their inclination toward and
ability in research by ::one measure of productivity in spite of a
normal teaching schedule. :inch a reduction should he continued*
course, only as long as productivity continues. The decision upon
such reduction. or continuance of the reduction a rter once being
made, should rest with the head of the department in which the
instructor teaches, the dean of his school or college, and the president
of the university.

.

Although throughout several pages devoted to a presentation
and discussion of the coefficients of cOrrulation and regression equa-
tions attention has been particularly directed to the significance .to
personal research of the relationships obtaining, it must have been
obvious to the reader. that those measures of relationship are not
without significance for the problem of adjustments to be made for
the third component of the working load, the noninstructiorial activi-
ties exclusive of personal research. A glance at the measures of ri-
lationship with a view to discovering their signilicaUce for the latter
prod . will convince the reader that the interpretation can not be
essentially different -froni'what has been said concerning the former.

On this account, and because the .recommendations tmade elsewhere
in this study (pp. 58-59) are in harmony with these facts, they will be
given no further.consideration at this point.
`The normality of -time 'Week for which data were collected. Ques-

tion 6 on sheet 1 of the questionnaire (see appendix) asks, " Haa the
Week reported upon been a fairly normal' one? If not, in what
specific respects has it been exceptional!". Before leaving this part
of .the report dealing Ath the facts concerning the working load of
members of the. faculty of a university, -some presentation of the
trend of the answers to this question should be ihade for the bearing
they hate. upon the validity of the study.

In answer to the first -part of the question just quoted, 64 perSons
answered " no" and 84 " yes." Of the two remaining, one said there
is "no such thing" as a normal week and the other neglected to

29
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answer. Unfortunately, the second portion of the question was so
put that it was often far from clear whether the abnormality, if any,
was in the direetion of a lighter week, of a heavier one, or a normal
one as to total load. being abnormal merely because of a shift of time
from one component to another, as, e. g., less time-spent in teaching
work and more devoted to research. Despite this difficulty of inter-
pretation, on the basis of the inner testimony of the answers, they
were classified as follows: Of the 64 who reported the week as ab-
normal, (a) for 31 it was or was probably below normal, (b) for 6 it
was or was probably above normal, (c) for 23 it was or was probably
normal as to total working load, but abnormal because of a shift of
time from one component to another, while (d) for 4 it was impos-
sible to.make any sort of conjecture as to the nature, of the ab-
normality. By adding those, under (b) and (e) in this subclassifica-
tion to the 34 who affirmed the normality of the week, we have a total
of 63 for whom the opinion as to the normality of the week was that
the working load for the week was probably as great or greater than
usual, as against 31 for whom it may have been less than usual. The
testimony of the answers to this question thus seems to point toward
a week to some extent under normal. However, the writer' is in-
clined not to accept at its full value stall, an interpretation. Other
than fol. a few members of the faculty carrying light teaching
schedules at this time of year, in order to balance with a very heavy
schedule during short courses no longer in session at the time re-
ported upon, and for a few whose classes were so hard hit by the
student exodus in the military emergency of the spring of 1917 that
there were no students left in these classes, there could- not have
been many whose working load was notably diminished. The week,
was abnormal, certainly, but the abnormality consisted not. so much
in the diminished working load as in the general disturbance' of a
military crisis. Faculty luenkbers did not cease their work. Further-
more, it should be remembered that these opinions are merely opin- .

Ions. FeW Or no members of a faculty regularly. take such an

that they could hive had nothing more tl a general impression-7..
i)accotint of "time spent" as was required r our questionnaire, so

not figures, certainlyupon which to base a comparison from which
to derive the opinion asked for. And, as has already been pointed
out, because

wa.
of the poor statement of the question they' are most

often Opinions on normality in general and not specifically normality
of the working load. After all things are considered, and after can-
vassing the answers to this question very carefully, one is not left
with the impression that the week was a 'notably exceptional one as
to the amount of time spent in all professional activities.
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C. THE FACTORS DETERMINING THE TEACHING LOAD IN A
UNIVERSITY.a

The factors investigated.In giving thought to the problem of
investigating the time consumed in connection with classroom in-
struction it may at once occur to the reader that this factor is itsif
determined by what ma.)'' he designated as subfactors, and that. in
framing a questionnaire which is planned to secure data-hearing on

h the total time expenditure, this questionnaire should be so devised
as to secure data from which the presence and influence Of such sub-
factors may be -analyzed. Such has been the effort in the present
instance. The hypothetical subfactors (which will 'hereafter be
referred to as factors) whose possible influence the questionnaire .

and the study based upon the responses to it were designed to
discOver are the follOwing:

() The department- or ..fehjert. It is frequently contended by
instructors that the subject. taught is influential in determining one's
(caching load. Horizontal column 1 on sheet 2 was introduced to
assist in analyzing the effect of this factor:

.

(1)) Prerion.4 experience or inerperie»ce with the work is often
alleged to he a factor: to teach courses new to the instructor, it is
said, requires more time than to teach courses which one has already
conducted. To make it possible to search out its influence, question
4 on sheet 2 was introduced.

(c) Elementary or adranced character of the work, i. e., in what
year or years the course is normally- taken. We are often told that
courses taken by students who are freshmen or sophomores take. less
time than those taken by juniors and seniors, and that the latter
again require less time than graduate courses. -Question 5 (sheet 2)
inquires into this.

(d) Size of class. Horizontal column 6 calls for the enrollment
during the semester, and is- thus directed to find such influence as
this factor may have.

AO The influence-of the morle of presentation, e. g., recitation, lec-
ture, laboratory, etc., is sought for by answers to Nos. 7, 9, 13, 15,
17, 19, and '21:

(f) The discovery of the effect of repetition of courma in. concur-
ret sections is made possible by the requests (sheet 1, 4) that. "if the
same preparation suffices for.twn or more sections of the-stim,ecourse,
distribute thetime in equal parts-to each of the sections," and ,(c) to
"make a report for each course or section for which you have teach-.
ing responsibilit."

(g) Having the instructors' names and knowing their rank, will
. help in evaluating the latter as a factor.
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The 71,71;t of in.qtruil(ra used.The unit of instruction used in the
effort to analyze the influence of the hypothetical factors named is
what, is commonly known as the clock hour. This is particularly con-
venient because daily- programs in higher institutions are usually
.planned in full clock-hour units or multiples of full clock hours.'
For the purpose in hantl the clock hour has distinct advantages over
two other units that have sometimes been used or suggested, the stu.-

RN/ hour, defined by'Buckingham 2 as "one student taught one hour
a week for a semester," and the credit hour, which is the." counter "
used in totaling the credit received by the student. The student hour
may be advocated for use in attacking the problem of educational
finance in a higher institution.. It. ay be that for this purpose, as
suggested by Buckinghani,8 it is the best unit so far devised. Since
we are here only concerned with the problem of the .proper method
of determining.the teaching load, despite. the fact that. this teacling
load may have important hearings upon the problem of cost, decision
upon this point is not within the-province of the present investiga-
tion. The render has probably noted that the investigator is not
leltving out of account the posisible influence of the number of stu-
dents (" size ofclass '') which the student hour is designed to recog-
nize, but that it is merely one of a number of hypothetical factors
to be investigated by means of the clock-hour -unit. The use of the
credit hour as the unit for investigation is at'once seen to be-inade-
quate .when attention is called to the fact that its use.wofild tend to
make it impossible to analyze the influence of the mode of presenta-
tion (recitation. lecture. laboratory. etc.). As further justification
for the use of this clock hour as the unit of investigatimi will be
found in the facts themselves. there is little need here of defending,
it itt greater length.

The particular procedure in using the clock hour as the unit in
analyzing the influence of the several factors hits been-to charge up
to each clock hour of instruction all work done. in connection with it,
both within and without the class period, This has; been made pos-
sible by the organization of the second sheet of the. questionnaire
(see appendix). For instance; under rubric 7, the instructor was
asked to repot-t the hours of recitation in a. course..1T- was teaching
and, under rubric 8, the amount of time* spent in preparation for
these hours of recitation. Each pair of succeeding rubrics to and in-'
chiding rubric 22 calls. fora similar report on another mode of pre
sentation. Rubric 23 asks for a report on the time spent in the

%of course, a amall portion of the hour -. 5 to 10 mi eats allowed to atudents
for moving from one classroom to another or from one build number.

1 Buckingham, It. It. Critical Present hay bottlem In the .14 tration of Mate andHigher l'AueatIon. Niiwo 1 and Society, 6 Ilice. :r!, 1917) : 722.
,Loc. ell. 4 .
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"correction of Written and other work" in connection with the
course, and rubric 24 for time spent "in other work for the courses
listed not reported elsewhere." Thus, all time spent in connection
with a course was reported. From these reports the total amount of
work per clock hour of each mode of presentation for each course
was computed. Usually it was a very simple matter to make such
a computation and to distribute to each clock hour its proper portion
of additional work reported under rubrics 23 and 24. Sometimes
such distribution required the use of.careful judgment. as in the
cases where two-or more modes of presentation weir reported for a
single course. In a few instances, where no safe judgment could be
arrived at, the figures for a course were omitted in.ftssetubling the
tables presented in this pert of the report. Moreover, in assembling
the tables no figures were introduced for clock hours of instruction
for which the. person reporting them was not responsible for all the
work.' . What prompted such exclusion was the aim to have the final
figuies representative of the clock hour of instruction when its full
load was being carried by an instructor. From these amounts of
Work. in hours for each clock hour, theaverages 2 of the numbers of
hour,: of work per clock hour of- instruction were readily 'computed
and these are presented in the tables-which follow. These averages
are computed from the reports of 10(1 members of the faculty of the
University of Washingtoni. e.. approximately (10 per cent of all
teaching members. Altogether, 1,681117, clock hours of instruction
ate involved.

'See dIrectIon 14"I on sheet P of the auetAlonntilre reproduced In the appendix.
'The nvcruge wits used throughout this study because Lt Is the measure of central

tendency which I,. most inlInenced by extretne'lletnq in an' aim.. It Is believed that ex
tremes should curry their full lullueueestu an btvestlititUon of thin nature.
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TABLE 12,-..4reraycnionber of hours .of work per Hoek hour of instruction bymode of presentation and. by, subject and sublet/ proUp:

Subject, &mai:W.711, or
group.

facture.
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2
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and discussion. oral

:=
t
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C

I
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c
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quiz.

E",
0.

8
I

lar.t

z
g

ibrrign language xi 263 1.77 15 4.72 27 ! 2.751 7 1.98Chinese 4 1.a4French 7 74 1 49 111 3 .12 4.44 I 2 I 3. 50German 1.91 3 43 I 10 2 :44Greek . 2 IS 49
4 2117 I 3 1.24Italian 1 4 1-79Latin

Scandinavian
3
1

:12

12
1-93 . 3 2 1

21912.53 .1.51 1 4.17 3
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Spanish 4 2 14 3 ! 4 44 2 1 .75English
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7
It
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42

1.70 5 1 1251 19
1.61 10 3 51) 37

2 22
1.40 1 1:72Social studies S . 15 4.3S : 2102 ot1 2'63 1$ 1.13EamomIcr 2 -71 2. no 2 6 33 201 2.40 3 1. 00History 1 9 i 5.04 :

5 1.20Political science .. 1 4 I 91Sociology
Philosophy and imychology....

1
4

9I or. 11 2.44 15
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. ....... ........
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4

18 21
6

2.21 59
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I

2.70 I 1.25Bacteriology I 5 1.77Botany
Chemistry 3

3
13 2.151 0
16 I 2.141 2
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2.75 g 1.44Geology

Physics 2
4 15

2 4.90 19
2.11 13 3 73 2

2.10
3.00 6 2.75Zoology

Home reonaMiCI
2
4 5

9 i 2.74.Mil . 5. ! 4.90 -9 2.09
4 1.73

Physical education 2 1.:J1 ; I i 3.13Journalism
! t4 3.08Architecture 4 I 3.25 1.00Art

1 10 1.52Music 2 14 2.00 1 i I.M 2 8.67Engineering 13 24 2.00 941 I MB 27 2.20 2 2.11Civil 5 13 I.13 10 3.29Elmo-lad 3 2 1.58 3 .1.50 12 1.80Mechanical 5 9 2.31) 0 2.02 5 1.110 2 2.11Forestry 3 S 1. 13 2 3.75 0 1.511Mining
Pharmacy .. 3

2 11

1.511
1.74 1

I. 72
2.21

8 3.77
Library reonomy 3 2.87 2 4.04 4 4.40Law 3 214 3.60

Total 106 A75 1.149 174 2.98 2571 2:41 47i 1.02
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.rmoJj 12.-A remit' numbrr (.4 hones of trorP per clock hour of instruction byp, Wad r of prixcalati4on and by subject and aubfrel group-Conlin nisi.
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1-The mode of presentation as a fan tor.- -The influence of the
mode of preentation as a factor may he seen at a glance by refer-
ence to Table.12, which presents in the lowest horizontal coltumi
the total number of clock hour § of each mode of presentation creci:
tation, lecture. mixed lecture and discussion, etc.) and the average
number of hours of work both in classroom and out per clock hour.
of such instruction. .Striking differences between the several modes
of presentation are at once manifest. While the average number of
hour4 of work per clock hour of instruction-for recitation is 1.89, for
a clock hour-of lecture it-is approximately an hour greater. In fact,
lecture is seen to be tho.most arduous of the modes of presentation.
Mixed- lecture nn(l discussion 6 almost midway between recitation and
lecture, Oral quiz requiresn somewhat smaller time expenditure per
clock Nair than does recitation. The time investment. in scheduled

O

conference seems to be almost limited to the clock hour of confer-
ence itself: i. e.. there is en expenditure of but 1).18 of an.hour in
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addition to the clock hour of instruction. Seminars on an isTeragerequire the expenditureiif2.24 hours of Work.per clock hour, ranging
between recitation and lecture. Laboratory, shop, and field requireabout the same time investment as scheduled conference hours. Wehave in these figures support for some of the distinctions that hal'for many years been made in our rule of thumb methods Of deter-
mining the teaching hours of instructors in higher institutions. But
tlre question may well' be raised as to whether, in the light of these
facts. the systems of weighting in use have been just to all concerned,
and whether they have recognized all of the important differencesthat are here discovered.

2. The subject or subject group as a factor.Table 12 .reveals alsothe influnce of the subject or subject group as a factor. Till:4 maybe seen by glancing down. e. g., the vertical column headed "Reci-
tation." A clock hour of recitationin foreign language is seen to
require an average, of 1.77 hours of work. The same is essentially
true of English. A clock hour of recitation in enathematics requiresslightly less time. The numbers of clock hours of recitation upon
which the averages for the social studies and for philosophy) andpsychology are based, are probably too small to furnish valid corn-.parisons. The departments of oriental literatifee and education re-port no recitation work. One or the other of the two reasons justgiven must exclude from comparison as to this mode of presentationthe following subjects: Home economics, physical education, jour-
nalism, architecture, forestry; mining, pharmacy, and library econ-omy. A clock hour of recitation in the sciences is seen to require
more hours of work than any of those so 'far considered. Art requires
less time than any of the groups, music. and. engineering slightlyless than the sciences, and law emphatically morein fact, almost
twice the average for all subjects.
the reader will find it profitable- to glance down each.of.the re-.
mammg vertical columns of this table' in the same matuker as hasjust been demonstrated for the recitation column, noting differencesin the average number of hours of .work for each of the subjects.
In.doing so it is probably safest to give little heed .to differences
where the number of clock hours used in computation has been lessthan 10, as such small numbers-of pours aremorslikely to give- unrepresentative averages than are larger numbers. The columns
i'eporting.the facts for oral quiz, scheduled Conference, seminar, shop,.and field contain but proportion of instances of subjects. 'Where 10 or more clock hours are reported, and will thereforel:eyealless as to the influence of the subject in determining the teaching:load than do the remaining columns of the table., But even these
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contain some facts of significance; which, with those of the other
Columns, point to the advisability of giving -the subject or subjectTroup recognition as a real factor in determining the teaching load.
TABLE 13.A rcraye number of hours of tcor4 per clock hour of instructionby mode of presentation and 6p the ctirisiou in which the work is normallytaken.

Mode orpresentatlen.

Lower flivision. Upper division. Graduate division.
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27&tett ukd conference.
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r3Field
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1031 2.13 19 29947! 3.03 13 3.84107 2.48 II 3.694 1.83 2 3.5012 1.28 8 1.08
21i 3.75lital 1.17 - 11 1.35

12 1.17

3. The elementary or advanced character of the work as a factor.
Table.13 presents the results Of an effort to analyze the influence of

.the elementary or advanced character of the work as a factor. Ref-erence to sheet 2 of the questionnaire used in the investigation willshow that the "year or %ears in which the course is normally taken"were called for. The ilistructor Was directed to designate (see No. 5 .and footnote on sheet 2 of the questionnaire) the year or years by .number, e. g., " 1 for freshmen, 2 for sophomores, 5 for graduate .courses and professional courses requiring four years .Of previoustraining, etc.." 'As some coarses drew their students normally fromffiore than one class, the answers of the instructors were given in
combinations of numbers, as 1-2, 2-3. 1-4,1* 34. Under "Lower
division" in Table 18 have been included courses- reported as 1, 2,or 1-2; under "Upper division," 3, 4, and 3-4; under "Graduate,"
k and 5-0. In assembling the materials for this .table courses re-ported with other numbers; e. g., 273, 1-4, 3-5, 4-5, etc., were ex-
cluded. The figures fol. somewhat less than 800 of the total. of 1,084seven-twelfths 'c k hours of instruction included in the present
study were o t

vier
ed from this table. That is to say, the figures for

slightly more than 1,300 clock hours of instruction have been intro-duced into the effort to discover the, influence of the factor underconsideration.
. . .

.For the recitation mode- of presentation, the average number of
hours of work'per clock hour of instruction in the lower division iss
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1.74; in the upper division, 2.13; in the-graduate. courses, 2.99. Wo
note at once in the figures for this mode of presentation- a definite
progression in the amount of work required per clock hour of in-
struction as we proceed from courses in the lower division to those
of graduate caliber. This is also true for the three succeeding modes
of presentation in the table, lecture, mixed lecture and. discussion,
and oral quiz, although life numbers of clock hours involved in the
eofnputation of the average, number of hours of work in the mode
last named in the columns for upper-division and graduate work are
so few as to justify little confidence in the findings as to this mode
of presentation in advanced work. As the mOde, last maned seems
to be seldom used in upper-division and graduate work, this weakness
is a matter of but slight concern. Scheduled conference, while
requiring practically no time Outside the clock hour of instruction
itself in the lower division, requires approximately one- fourth of
an hour of such additional time in the upper division. For thiS
mode in graduate work we are again confronted by a. number of
clock hours too small to give confidence in the averale nun of
hours of work computed and introduced in the table: As the seminar
mode of presentation is almost exclusively used in graduate classes,
no opportunity or need appears for comparison with upper or lower
division figures for this mode. The laboratory mode of presentation
does not seem to require more work per clock hour of instruction in
the upper, division than in the loWer division, as do most of the
preceding modes. As the averages in this mode for the lower and
upper divisions have been computed from althost 200 clock hours of
instruction each, .this finding.is well established. Laboratory work
of graduate caliberseems to require slightly more time than that of
undergraduate grade. The figures for shop and -field work are so

* near those for laboratory work that they hardly merit separate at-
tention and,as far as the influence of the factors under consideration
is concerned, may be similarlyrecognized in filing the totaling load
of members of the instructionabstaff. Thus, the eVidenepf the in-
fluence of this factor of the elementary or advanced character of
the work is clear; injustice would result froman apportionment of
Clock hours of instruction to members of a department staff without
regard to it;
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TABLE 14.Number of hours of murk per clock hour of instruction by ,node ofpresuntation unit by the instru('tors' precious experience or inexperience withthe course.

Mod^ of presentation.

First-time work. Non first-time
work. II work.

Number
of clock
hours of
instruc-

tion.

83)
Recitation.
lAstur

361MI % Cli lecture and liI.Sell,s1011.
oral quiz 3.i.,

4Sehed tiled contemn, e 74 ;Seminar ............. .... . . 6I.alcorator3 .. . ..... ...'Shop n.. !

Field

.tverageAverage
number Number ; number
of hours of clock ; of hours

perelock of f of work
perclockof w"tk hour,

; hour ot
hm,f of instn.,r,

Instruct Instnie.
Non. lion.

Average
Number onfuhmomber

hours of of
clock

Lion. ihnoustxur oe.f

tion.

2.07
141 114. 4.` i : t

1.811

3. la 221 2.30
1.03 1 43] ; 1.62
1,00 74 1.18
3.21. 23i 1.99

4621 ! 1.22
63 I 1.28
60 ! 1.17

473
174

47

29
498
63
60

1.8)
2.98
2.41
1.62
1.18
2.24
1.23
1.28
1.17

4. Previous caw< rienee or inexPerience teal& the course as afactor. Tiirt the- instructor's previous experience or inexperiencewith the work of a course is a real factor in determining his actualteaching load may. be seen by a brief examination of the figures as-sembled' in Table 14. This table presents the average number of ;hours of work per clock hour of instruction when the work is classi-fied as to "first-time:. and " nonfirst-time" work, classes correspond-ing to the two kinds of answers that were made to question 4 on thesecond sheet of the questiOnnaire reading as follows: 1` Is.this thefirst time you have taught the course?" Work " new " to the in-
structor requires more time per clock hour than does work that hehas previously taught. This...is true. for all nnxles of Presentation
for which we have figures that allow a comptrrison except scheduledconference. For this mode and for oral quiz the small numbers of." first- time" deck hours of instruction forbid assurance for con-
chi:lions that may be drawn. The ratios that, the "first- time" aver=ages bear to the "nonfirst-time" averages are not the scull for all
Nodes of presentation,-as may be seen from the following: Forrecitation this ratio is 1.111.1.00; for lecture, 73:1.001 for mixed
lecture and discussion, 1.33:1:00; for seminar, 1.61:1.00; for lab-oratory, 1.09:1.00. 'Fir the recitation and laboratory modes of pre-soitation the difference seems to be less marked *tan for lectUre,mixed lecture and seminar. .

5. The rankof.tke instructor M a factor.--Table.15 presents the
average number of hours of -work per clock -hour of in4ruction by_
rank of instructorsi. e., the average number of hours at f work per
clock hoUr for instructors, for assistant professors, for associate pro-
fessors, and for full professors. An examination' of these averages will
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fail to discover any consistent influence'ef rank upon the time con-
inmed in carrying the work. For recitation the average drops from
instructor to assistant professor and again to associate professor,
but rises again to its highest point for the full professor. For lecture
there is no,evidence of such influence, A the aVerages au? higher for
instructor and associate Oofessor than for assistant professor and
profes4)r. For mixed lecture and discussion the averages are prac-
tically equal for all ranks. For none of the remainingotedes of pre-
sentation for which comparisons are possible does any consistent
influence of rank make its appearance. Such differences as are evi-
dent lutist either be purely casual or due to factors other than that Of
the rank of the instructor-niece probably the latter.

TABLE NM Or 'of hours of trod; prr Nock-hour of ins fillet ion
mode of presentation and by the rook of flu: instructor.

by

Mode of preseniktion.

Recitation
Lecture
Mixed lecture anti discuaapn ..... ..,. ..
Oral quiz
Scheduled contemner
Seminar
Laboratory ..
Shop
Field

I nst met() S.

J
9

1`3:1
:-67;

AssistantAssistant.

.0
seg

t..°4
Z-
g
:4

va
§2

V
t-2

E

ft:3
C -
1.7.'
2. Xi
2.36
1.57
1.37
2. 82
1.23
1.50
1.17

Associate
I prolessors.-

5
o4 g

.3-

.g
I,4

.12
0

2 .."'".
ti` F.
gg

4

1.1 +1
. 72
2.50

2.82
1.141

Professom

-
C

o4
.

-

g
'A

124
74
71
1.3

23
111
5.4

E t
i

0
yi

F. r.

,g1L,

;S.

A11 work.

2
V"C.

`o.

.g

SJOz

475
174

X47

7291

41041
03
60

C
O

-
E

4
0

8i:62
ot:a

g
1.4

15A
3S
0t1
21
131

179y
00

-
1.92
3.01
2.27
1.52
1.00

1.20
1.30

13.4
301
/.43

13i
43
9

187
3

00

54
25
37

6
73

2.27
2.211
2.411

'1.114
1.13
1.14
1.29

1. 89
2.15

-2.41
1.1V

21 24im

M
1.28
1.17

6. Repetition in conearrent Reetion8 a8 a farton-Tablc 1(1 was as
sembled for the purpose of inVestigating the-infliience of repetition
of courses in parallel sections upon the instructor's teaching
Repetition here means repetition in .concurrent sections by the
instructor, not by different instructors. In the columns headed "eltir-
peated " are set down the averages of the numbers of hours of work'
done in connection Ivith a clock hour of instruction in such repeated
sections, and in tee columns headed Nonrepeated " the averages Of
the numbers of hours of mil( done in connection With a clock hour
of instruction of courses or work not being presented by the instruct
for in such parallel sections. In the -computation of these averages
no figures for work in subject-groups containing no repeated sections
were used, as it was believed that these might_improperly affect the
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results. To avoid undue influence of the factor already designated
as the "elementary or advanced character of the Work," the compari-
sons are made by the divisions in which the work is found, as "Lower
division" and "Upper division." but the averages for the totals of
these two divisions have also been introduced (" Both lower and
upper division"). Because of the frequent statement in college and
university circles to the effect that repetition tends to lighten the
teaching load, one is not a little surprised that these figures dischise no
consistently appearing or notable differences between the averages for
repeated and nonrepeated work. In fact. the differences found are
more frequently in favor of the non repeated tha,n of the repeated.
work. ()nix in ,the lecture and mixed lecture and discussion modes
of upper-diVision work do we find the-anticipated difference. In the
former instance, while large. we can have but little.ilinfidencesin the
difference, lima use only 1; clock hours were involved in the computa-
tion of the a verag , for repented work. In the latter case the difference
is only 0.2 of an lio r. Partial explanat ion of t his absence of a marked
difference in favor of' repeated work may 1* found in the policy inI this institutionommon to litany higher institutionsof aVoiding
much repetition of the sort trft,ler consideration in the aSsignment of
courses. It is to he not t' Hint even in the lower division there is a
tel small proportion of repeated work. Examination of the
,rigioidiquestionnaires shows that such repetition 115 appears is usu-
ally Iwo- section repetition. three-section and four- section repetition
being very infrequent ly reporttN I 'Furthermore. the nunibers of hours
of muj i. per clock Iniur of instruction include ill xiork done in con-
nection with a course, comprehending the reading of papers as well as
preparation. While time spent in preparation per ()fork loan. .of in-
struct ion may be reduced liv rePetition, this Would not be true of the
reading of papers. On the basis of he findings of the present investi-
gation, there seems to be no justification, with conditions similar to
those obtaining at the time the data were gathered, for admitting

. repetit ion as a significant factor in fixing teaching loads fomembers
of the faculty of a university.
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TAni.E 16.Average number of hours of work per Hock hour of instruction by
mode of preaeutation and by ?petition or nourepetilion of the work.

Mode of presents! ion.

Lower division.

Repeated.

.6 .,.
2..7

4.
E F., E

.f.,z.00
1%1

v1001101.

10,..

. I

Upper

Repeated. N".rei .C1101.

.7, 3
-7._

cz

I I nth

Itnpealtal.

?i a

c X

t`E
31 s

E

z

I ow,r and upper
di' isiun.

Non-
repeated.

ES: g

tii
t- 9 4:4

cc

5.3.4

E

O

Recitation 79, 2.5s 221 1.72 1,2 ; 02 ..01 2.01 I 2a1; I. 79Lecture 14 3.17 :12 2.t2' 0 '311 3.31 1 20 2.00 111.1 2.9.1Mixed lecture and dis
sion 'Si 2.0 ui 1.72 2.22 I 2. t2 111 2.13. 117 2.20Oral quit 12 1.37

Laboratory 7.4 I. 211 97 1.20 411 1.19 92 I. 111 1191 1.21 NI 1.21
_ .

7. size of dims nu n factor.The last elf the hypothetical factors
in the determination of the teaching load NrIm?..e influence this study
was aimed to discover the size of the elms. Before turning our
attention to the averages' presented in Table 17. which essays an
anelysis, for this factor, it is advisable to point. out the weaknesses of
the data from which they have been computed. Question G of sheet

of the blank inquiry (see appendix) calls for the enrollment of
each class and section during the semester. Under folly nonial
conditions as.to class enrollments, the answers to this question woub I
have served adequately the purpose under- considerIttion. At the
time the investigation was originally projected this would have been:
true; but, owing to the large exodus of students that took place dur-
ing the spring of 1917 in response to the ar.emergency and before
Ihe questionnaire was sent out to the menthe's of the faculty for
those dassos'enrolling large proportions of male students especially,

.the, enrollment during the semester would not in many cases cor-
respond to the numbers in the same classes during the school week
of May 14-19 upon which instructors were asked to report. Thi,,
incidence of the withdrawals from all courses and classes obviously
can net be assumed to be proportionate to the enrollrnetit for the
semester. There is evidettce that a few advanced classes were dis-
continued because of a loss of all students, while. there were other
classes that suffered the loss of'net a single student. We have here,
therefore, a source eirweakness that must cast a large measure of
doubt upon the dependability of 1i/tidings that concern. the average
number d'f hours of work per clock hour of instruction as influenced
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by size of class. Another Source of weakness is found. in the fact
that, while there were a numbeisof lariftclasses, they were not suffi-
ciently numerous to make possible satisfactory comparisons for the
purpose in hand. In the first effort at this analysis the classifications
of size of class used were 1-14. 15-9. 30-14. 00-74, etc:, ad-
vancing by-15 students for each larger classification. While there.
were usually fairly large numbers of clock' hours of instruction in
each of the first three groups, the distril out ion' in many of the upper
groups. was so attenuated as to 11111 lw comparisons both impossible
:old impracticable:

Yr.Average number of hours of work per clock hour of instruction by
mode of presentation and by size of clank

Mode of presentation.

Lower dIvIslon. Upper division. Both loner and upper

Less han39 341 or more Less than 311 30 or Mort. Less than30 30 or moreiu class. In ela.4s. in ela.s.s. In ela.qs. ; Ittelas. I In class.

op.1 °gam 31 g :71 g; g 5 6g° 5.-g
'41; 4 4 t 2e 2 d d
E - E «

ilf51ev. 7g.,E 11,M

tt's 2
I`E 1"6

. z %..g

E.5
z z 2. 0

591 1.9.S nn I. gr. I 1 5.12 314 1.79 :31 2.12
27 2.71 ; 2.141 10 2, 11, ! 70f 2711 3: 217

2.113 Gil 2.2.5 31 2.52 I If1 2.02 47 204

"g's ,-,
z g 6

eeltal Ion 227.. I.70
Lecture 31 i 2. 5s
Mixed leolore and dIsens-

01011 49 1.1111 1:11

.4 .

To be able to make..any use of the data for the purposes of studying
the influence, of size of class it was necessary to retabulate them in
two groups onlyviz, for classes (il) of less than 30 and (h) of 30
or. more. The results of this effort are presented in Table 17, which
sets forth the averages by the division in which a' course is taught .
and by mode of presentation. Figures for the graduate division are
omitted, as th are few .strictly graduate classes enrolling 30.or
more students. "A .erages for the recitation, lecture, and mixed lee-
titre and discussion modus only are included in the -table because
there were too few or no clock hours of instruction in the remaining
modes on which to compute averages. For example, very few labora-
tbry sections enroll 30 or more students. . .

Notwithstanding the' weakness just indicated, large' elass enroll-
ments are seen in Table 17 to appreciably to the average amount

"of time spent in connection With it clock hour of instruction. This is
shown in the averages for lower-division and uppor..44+,ision work
for the recitation and mixed lecture and discussion modes of prey -,

. ..
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sentation :mem lower-diision worn for the lecture mode. In this
table, where there are large numbers of clock hours of instruct -ion
involved. the differency< between the averages are not very large.
This is the case for the averages for recitation and lecture in the 1
lower division, and. mixed lecture and discussion in the upper divi-
sion. The large differences are found in tivo of the three instances
in wiich multil nuMbers of clock hours of instruction have.been used
in the computatitin of the averages, viz, in mixed lecture and discus-
sin* in the lower division and in recitation in the upper division.
The difference in favor of clas.ses of 30 or more in upper-division
lecture must also be explained by the small number of clock hours
of Iv..ture used in computing the average. (The column headed
"Both lower and upper division,- containing, as it does, the figures I
for all the work in both divisions. the averages for each of which
are retiorted in the preceding columns of this table., is given no spe-
cial attention in our discussion'beenuse the averages it contains must,
obviously be influenced by the factor we have called "the elementary

. or advanced character of rho work.")
We may sum up theAisussion of our investigation of the effect of

size relas; upon the teaching hind by saying that it is a factor, but
that, 011 account of the uncertainty of our figures On the size of classes
at. the tint, the investigation was made and the attenuation' of the
distribution of 'clasi:.es when grouped by size, no recOmmendatimi can
Ise made as to how much recognition is to be given for large classes
in fixing the teaching load of an instructor. It is the writer's opinion
that the difference due to size of chiss is largely attributable to the
difference in t itne spent in reading papers and correcting work handed
in by =st intent s. If this is true, an appropriate recognition for large
classes might he made after the making (if a small supplementary
investigation into time spent in reading.and correcting papers in
classes of different sizes.

D. A 31ETHOD OF ADJUSTING THE TEACHING LOAD IN A
UNIVERSITY.

In preceding sections' of this study we have. presented the facts as,"
to the total-time spent in all professional activities by members of .A
tuniversity faculty, tod the proportional distribution of thistotal time.
'to leaching work, and to such noninstructional activities as personal
researchvother official duties for the university, and professional
activities not otherwise reported. We have alscianalyzed out the in-
flueticen the clock hour of instruction of certain factors determining

.the teaching load 9f a member of the faculty. Our next task must bethe appli(!ation of the findings ii these preceding portions of the
-investigation in it met liod.of adjtisting the 'teaching load that will:

.

- ,
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assure the university an approximately uniform amount of service by
all members of its faculty and at the same time be just to them by.
not requiring much more service of some instructors than is required
of others.

Computing the weighted values of clock hours of instruction.The
first step taken in the application of the findings of this investigation
in a method of 'Ousting the teaching load was the computation of a
set of weighted olues of clock hours of inst Intl ioai. e.. values into
which has been introdneed the influence of the several (actors that
have been fourrd to affect the "total time. consumed" in connection
with a clock hour of instruction. These weighted valnes are pre-
sented in Tables 18-22. As will beeeen in the following description
of the procedure in computation. the only fact fiittnil to be notably
influential which has been omitted is what we have termed the size of
class.. The reson for omitting it tidy be inferred from.what has been
said on page/4-1.

.

The deta ed procedure in the computation of the weighted valuest
of Tables 1 22 may-be illustrated by describing how they were ar-,:..
rived at for foreign language, the first of the subject groups listed in,
Table 18. It may be seen from ''aide' 12 thin a total of 263 clock .,
hours of the recitation mode of instruiq ion were reported by the teach-
ers of foreign language: and that,. the average number Of hours of
work per clock hour of instruction was 1.77. .Iiefote it was possible
to compute, e. g., the average number 6f hours of work for a clock
hour of recitation in foreign language in the lower division, it-was
necessary to know the average year place of these263 Clock hours of
recitation. This was found in the following nonner:

s .Areage war Mare of chpek honrx of nribolitin.I .

Year or
years nor-

mally
taken.

(h)

Year place
assigni.41.

1

3
4.
5

2

3
2
3

2i

(r)

Number of
clock hours.

147

5.1
22
tl

12
43

7
20

2
4

o, 3
3 .

(4)

Product of
(2) and (r).

1

2
3
4

a
1-2
2-3
3-4
1-3
2-4
3-8
1-4

'47
10$
04i
24
ea

70
4

12
12
7)

232)

Average yei )1ace, 2.02.
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In this illustration, the " year place assigned is taken from the
"year or years normally taken." For clock hours reported for yeari
.172, this year place assigned is midway between 1 and 2 or Year
place has been assigned by a similar method for clock hours reported-
for years 2 -3. 3-4. 1-3, -1, 3-7). and 1-1. The average year plate,
obtained by dividing the toi.0 at the foot of column (d) by the total
number of clock lanirs at tlw foot of column (r) , is .02for prac-
tical purposes, 2. That is to say, the average number of hours of
work per cluck hour of recitation in foreign language. 1.77..may he
assumed to be the average for \VOrk normally la ken by the student
in his sophonuire year. To compute the number of !mills of work
per clock hone of recitation in foreign language for the lower divi-
sion for Table 18, we Intiy proceed by the following Proliortitm:

(12=1): , \there a, is the number of hours of work per clock hour of
recitation fosecond-year courses for all subjects, a, is the number of
hours of work per clock hour of recitation for second-.ezt I. courses
in foreign languageb is the number of hours of work per clock
hour of recitation in the lower division for all subjects. and x is-the
nuinber of hours of work per cllick hour of recitation in the lower
division In foreign language. The second term in our proportion is
seen from out' recent computation to be 1.77. The third term is seen
in Table 10 to be.1.74: The .ftrst term is still needed for the
tation of ,r, and this may be derived. from the figures in Table 13-by
the following procedure: LoWer-divisimi recitation for all subjects
having a year place of 11 ' midway between'1 and 2requires, as
has just been pointed out. lilt average time_ expenditure of 1.74 hours.
Upper-division recitation for all subjects from the same table hav-
ing a year place of 3A---midway between 3 and 4requires an average
time expenditure of 2.13 homs, second-year workbeing one-half
year in advance of the year place of lower-division work and 1i years
below. uPpe-division work, should require on the average, in-addi-
timi.to the limber of hours per clock hour of lower-division recita-
tion, one-fourth of the ditTgrence in time between that required for
upper and lower division recitation-:--i. e., 1.74 plus If (2.13-1.74), or
1.84. Introducing this as -a into our proportion, we.have,---

1.84:1.77=1.74:x
1.84 x=3.08

x=1.67
This value. of .c, the number of hours of Work.per clock hour .of reci-
Wien in foreign language in the lower division, is to be-found under
the column headed All work" in TaVe 18.

1 Actual computation of the avertfge year plat* of recitation-work In the lower divisionthat haa entered into the computation of the average number of hours reported InTable 13 finda, It to he so near lk that, for nil practical purpottett, this 'brute may beaafely Weft The game Is true for the other modem.of presPallttloas well as for the- average year place of 31 for upper-division y.oilt.
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The method of recognizing in the weighted values the influences of
the factor previous experience or inexperience with the work needs
still to be presented. We have in Table 14 figures to indicate that the
ratio. of the average number of hours of work per clock hour of reci-
ttion for all work to the average number of hours of work per clock
hour of recitation for first-time: work is 1.89:2.07. Assuming that
this relationship remains constant irrespective of the division-upper,
lower, or graduate-in which the work is 'found, we resort again to
a proportional equation, c1: e2=d in which c, is the aver-` .
are number of hours of wok per clock hour of recitation for all
work, is the number of hours of work per .clock homr of recitation
for all first -time work, d is the average number of hours of work per
clock hour of lower-division recitation, and a' is the number of hours
of work per clock hour of recitation for lower-division first-time
work. We ha ve--,

.

1.89:2.07=1.74:x
1.59 .e..7.7..-3.60

.e=1.91

This weighted value for first-time lower-division work will be found
at the foot of Table 18. By means of a similar proportional equation
we find. the weighted value of nonthstAime recitation' in the lower
division to be 1.71.

TAHLE 18.-11'001H1l rallies for -eloCk &oars of reditalion.

Lower division. ! Upper division.

Subject or group.
First -
limo

work.

Non-
first-
!Imo

work.
work.

Foreign language 1.'43 1.64 1.67English 1.90 1.76 1.79
1lathematie$ 1.77 1.5$ 1.01
Social studies 2.17 1.94 1.98
Philmophy and psyehologyt. 1.75 1.56 1.39Science 2.10 1.94 1.97Home economies 1.91 1.71
'hysleal education. 1.91 1.71 1.7Journalism 1.91 1.71 1.7Architecture 1.91 1.71 1 :7Art 1.414 1.46 1.49Music 2.19 1.9Z 2 00Engineering 1.96 1.76 L79Forestry 1.91 1.71 1.74Mining 1.91 1.71 1.74Pharmacy 1.91 1 71 1,74Library economy 1.91 1.71Law 3.19 2.89

All 1.91 1.71 1.74

First- Non.
time time.first -

work.
rsme

work.

2.24
2.40
2.13
2.64
2.12
2.61
2.33
1.33
2.33
2..13
2.00
2.68
2.40
1.33
1.53
1.133
1.33
3.94

2.02
2.18
1.94
2.38
1.91
2.36
2.10
2.10
Lm
1.10
1.80
2.42
2.16
1.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
3.66

araduate.

work.

2.03
2.19
1.97
2.41
1.94
2.39
2.13
1.11
1.13
2.13
1.83
2.45
2.19

4.13
1.13
1.13
1.13
3.60

2.13-

SRO p. 49.

2.33 2.10

First-
time

work.

3.15
3.37
3.03
3.71
2.99
3.66
3.27
3.27
3.27
3.17
2.81
3.76
3.37
3.17
3.27
3.27
3.27
6.52

Non -
first-
time.
work.

2.83
3AM
2.72
3.33
2.68
8.29
1.94
11.94
1.94
1.94
2.53
8.38
3.03
1.9
L94

L9
4.9

All
work.

2.118
3.08
2.77
3.39
2.73
3.35
2.99
1.99
2.99
2.99
2.57
3.44
3.08
1.99
1.99
1.99
2.99
6.06

3.27 2.94 -
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TA111.E 114 -11*Ciffil l';111/lx for rim* lomi.0 of It (.I arr.

.411
IN Orn.

.1.77
..342

4.04
2. 7x
.4.20

il '2'121

3.29
.4, .04

: x4
.4.144

3.311
1.12

.; 34

. xz,
:.

.4,04

.

MI
3,4 wk.

1.04
3.31
:4.4:4
4.13

4.00

.4.144

3.04
.1.44

3.13
:19
05

..4.54

Subject or grotij..

Foreign language
English ; Z
Mathematic.
Swint studlcx .

I'llilosoldly'and psycholog) ..
1 niwillal
Education I
FAirttew
/tome econotnie.
l'hys14%.1191ficalion.. . .

JutIrmilism ......... ..
.trcliiiouttire
Art1
Millie 1 ..
Engifirering 1 ......
Forest ry
Mining
l'halinacy
Library onomonit

All

Lower

A II
work .

4.21
2. 49
3.11
4.21
2.35

1. II:l; !

2 12 '.:' i
4. A: ,

I .,.., I

2. 11 i

3.21 1

2.1 I
2. x.' 1

1.02 1
2. A.2 ,

2.84

. 2.02
..

I SM.

1,1104:0

All
work.

. 1. 92
1.131

.:
. 2.444

1.014
2.144
1:X2
1.4
4.144

1.84
1.44
1.514
2.11
1. t45
1.144

1,4
1.84

. 1.84

1 nper eli4-ision.

. .
Nem-First- i ii,...,,_

wIiIIIPork. I in" 'work. I
1

% ii
:

" r

1.2:4
2 79
3 1.7
4. :4

I 47
4 31
2. 011

. 04

. f,'.
I,

2 .4.
3 Is
3 41i

o f
. 0 :
;., . ,"
3 o3

1:n1(11131e

111 -I-
no..
work.

s. 07
221'
II 99
. e..

1.44'
0.31
1.91

S 77
.1 ;7
3 77
1 97
ti 01

?.. :7
3. :7
.i. ; 7
6 :

.47 77

work.

Non-
lirm-hilt,

work.

4.1.9
3.0 1
4.02
4.1.0.1

2.70
1.72
3. 1'
'2 s1

2.02
3.,-.7.
. .. w

.,. .,
;. .2
'. :.,

:.
.

3.32
,.

disc footiott.

4ri0111314

Nun.

41111.

work.

5.63.
44.1'
2. Wx

of
3.17

s1

.;.47
.4.47
.4.47
.4.47
2.101
3. 22
3.453

.4.4;

3. 17

First-
into

work.

. 0. *7
4.1411

5. 12
0 .17
3..43
.
1.115
3.19
4. 4'4
4. 14
4. 2i
4. 24
3.02
4.14;
1. V.
4..'4
4. :4
4. 34
4. .?:

1.2-I

Non-
fl rs1-
time.

work.

3.07
2.21
2.25 .
3.117
2, 03

.
2. 0s
23.19

4. 44
1. 44
.4 44
1.44 ,

2.119
2.141
2.4%
1.44
4 44
3.44 I-
1.44

2. 11

r..S.4
1.2.1

14..1.

3. 711 i

2.3 I
r, in !
3.41 !

.t, 1.1.

4.
:,:.;4 i

3.91 .

r.. 21
1 As

. .4. .l;
4.2.c ,

4 2.1;
4 ..,:

4.%1

I

3.93 I
2.11 I

:4. 17 1

3.91 .
2 Is
1. 30
2 ,...1
2 2.4 :

,,! 1i4

-3 ;2
2.26
3.111
2.00

0.' .

1 0 '
3.,...,
? ,

2...2
I

'rA141.4:11S).-.- Weigh It'd

Snl.jiT1 or groin..

rill fef.:4

1.0%11

1111. el101..

division.

N(in.first-
'"eviork.

I. S,1
I. td
1..4.
2.441
1.01
1.23
1.74
1:76
1q76
1:16
4.78
1.51
2:112
1.77
1. 76

'.4.76
4.76
1.714

1.741

49.

of

I

.

work.

Non-

.1 in..
to ork.

2. 4S :

2.1'
2.41%

2.0
2. Iii
2.01
2,3i1
2.17 '
2..47
1.17
1,37
2:411

.2.72
2.:
2.4 ,
3.37 ,
2.37
'2.37 :

-2.37

1441 use

. 11

work.

2. 40
2..1s
2.11
2.01
2. 2.;
2. 73
2.4,1
2.44
2. 3,.
1.44
1.48
2.13'
2.02
2.414
2.41.
2.40
2.4.s
2.4.'

2.4-0

mid

Firstti

I '""'rk.
I

ime
work.

2 44
. 2. 45

2.111
: 2.191

2. 11

2.31
2.34
1.44
1.34
1.44
2401.
2.08
2.3.4
2..4
1.34

4. .e..14
2.34

2.44
.

Foreign language.. .
English .
113flic nun les. ... . .

Social fil milt*
1%1103011y und rk,tschology..!
Eelitention
Science
How economic!, ...... ..
Physical education
Journitlisin., "
Architeclon.
Art'

lef 1181C 1,
Engineering
Forestry
)414411114

Pharmacy A..- ..... ..
Library economy

. All .

! 3. 311
.2.91

2.73
3. ro4
2.404
3. is

1 3.1:1
. .1.414

1 3. II?
1 3.16
i 3.16
I 2.71

, 3.113
3.47
.1. 111

:LIN
...3.151

4.141

-'---
310

4. sit
-1.20
:1 99
5. '31

.1. 243

2. In
4.141

4.444
4.144
4.04
.4.04
3.92
3.34
4.11.4
43)4
4.04
4.04
4.54

43114.04

444,0 p.411.
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TARLE 21.-Weighted values of %dock houra of oral quiz, of scheduled confercluv,
and of artainai..

Lower division. Upper division. Graduate.

Subject or group.
: First-

time
work.

ORAL QUIZ.

'cienee I . it
All subjects 1.07

SCHEDULED CONFERENCE.

All subjeCts

SEMINAR.

4 All subjects

Von-
first-
time
work.

All
work.

First-
time

work.

2.20'
I .MI

Non-
first-
time
work.

All
work.

2.16
1.8.3

1.28

First-
time

work.

Non -
first-
time
work.

All
work.

1.94
1.64

1.11
1.07

1.W
1.64

1.11
1.07

2.11i
1.53

1.3.3
1.28

3.21

1.11
I . fiti

1.99

1.11
1. UN

2.24

TABLE 22.-11.eighThl olueN of Hoek houra of laboratory, shop, and firld.

SUNNI or group. First

wer

time
work.

division.

Non-
firstfirst
time
work.

V peer division. Graduate.
.

All
work. time

work.

Non-
first-
time

work.

All
work.

First-
time
work.

--
Non -
first-
timework.

AU
work.

-,.-
.LAIIORATORY. . .

Philosophy Sad psychology.. 1.38 1.65 1.66 1. t7 1.16 1.17 1.34 1.56Science ',. 1.39 1.20 1.29 1.30 1.19 1.20
.1.46
1.49 1.37 1.38I tome economies 1.54 1.42 1.43 1.44 1.32 1.33 1.05 1.52 1.53I 'Matra' education 1:27 1.17 1.18 1.18 1.08 1.09 \Architecture 1.56 1.65 1.16 1. t7 1:16 1.17 1.48 1.34 1.55Art 1.28 1.18 1.19 1.19 1.09 1.10 1.97 1.26 1.77Engineering 1.32 1.21 1.22 1.25 1:14 1.15 1.43 1.31 .. 1.32Forestry 1.56 1.15 1.66 1.67 1.16 1.17 1.46 1.34 1.35Mining 1.18 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.00 1.01 L 25 1.15 1.15Pharmacit ' 1.36 1.65 1.66 1.67 1.16 1.17 1.46 1.84 1.551.1bmry economy . 1.38 1.27 1.58 1.45 1.45Law 1 2.20

.1.20
2.08 2.08 2.80 2.38 2.40

All subjects 1.98 1.25 1.20 1.27 1.10 1.17 '. 1.40 1.34 1.35

900/. ,
Engineering and mining 1.28

/IUD.

Forestry r 1.17

I Computed from six hours of moot court.

We are now ready to compute the weighted values in foreign len-
page for `first -time and nonfirst time reeltatIon in the lower divi-
sion as required, for complete illustration. For the Arst-time work
we have the proportional equation e1: e 2= re, in which
e is the number of hours of work per clock hour of recitation for

II\ all sithjects.in lower- division, 'C2 the number of hours of work for
all subjects per clock.hoUr of recitation fo;Arst-time work in rower.

I \
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division, f is the number of hours of work per clock hour of recita-
tidn in foreign language in tha lower division, and x is the numberof hours of work per clock hour of first-time recitation in foreign
language in the lower, division. Substituting the known values, wehave

L 74:1.91.1.67:x
1.7,4x =3.19

x =1.83.

By means of a similar proportional equation we obtain the weighted
value 1.64 for nonfirst time work in foreign language in the lower
division.

With exceptions to be noted, the procedure just described has been
used -in computing all weighted values appearing in these tables.
Table 12 shows that for some subjects or subject groups the numbers
of clock hours of some of the modes of presentation aro so small as
to make a weighted value based on their averages a relatively uncle-
pendable figure. For instance, for the group of social studies only
71 clock hours of recitation are reported. To compute' a weighted
value with the average number of hours of work per clock hour of

......>...-tCCitation, for this subject group as a foundation would be unsafe.
So,7' in this case the weighted value for recitation was obtained by
the solution of It proportional equatiOn introducing, the weighted
value of a .clock hour ,of the most common mode of presentation re-ported for this group, viz, mixed lecture and'discussion. The pro-
portiOnal equation used here was in which. c
is the average number. of hours of work per click hour of mixed
lecture and discussion for all subjects in the lower division is the
average number of hours of work per clock hour of recitation in all
subjects in the lower division (for c and d see Table 13), w is the
weighted value Oa clock hOur of mixed lecture and discussion in the
social 'studies in the lower division (see Table 20), and x is the
weighted value of a clock hour of recitation in the social,studies in
the lower division. SubstitutingthS.known values, we..have

1:84:1.74=2.09 :
1.84x_3.844

This Valne of co is introduced in its prow place in Table 18 andfro* it the two remaining%Iveighted valued for lower-division work
alio to be.fbund, in this table have been computed in a 'manner pre-
VibuSly described. The method of calculation pf theweighted values
for the social studies in the upper add- graduate divisions may be

. inferred' from the preceding.- Thi4 method of obtaining weighted
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values
of

been used whenever the number of clock hours of' the
mode of presentation has been less than 10, and when, at the same

. time, the subject or subject group is represented in Table 12 by 10
or more clock hdtirs of some other mode of presentation. This mini-
mum was rather arbitrarily chosen after a number of trial compu-
tations of averages had been made, and is considered large enough
to eliminate the worst of the variation due to a small representation
of a subject or gToup in a mode of presentation. Resort to this
method is signified by the use of the superscript (1) immediately fol-

lowing the name of the subject or subject group.
In instances of subjects or subject groups which are represented in

none of the three modes of recitation, lecture, of mixed lecture, and
diselission by as many as 10 or more clock hours, it has been necessary
to introduce inc.Tables '18-20 the weighted values found for all sub-
jects, which are shown in the lowest horizontal columns of each of
the tables of weighted values. This is not the method to be desired,
but seems to be the only recourse in the circumstances. Such intie-
duction is indicated by the, use of italics.

It was stated at the beginning of the description pf the method
of compilation of the tables of weighted values that they are designed
to recognize all factors found to be notably influential in determining
the teaching load per olock hotir of instruction except 'size of class.

' (a) The mode of presentation as a factor is recognized, by having
each of the tables give the weighted values for different modes, as
recitation, lecture, mixed lecture and discussion, oral quiz, scheduled
conference, seminar, laboratory, shop, and field.

(b) The subject or subject group as a factor is recognized by hav-
ing the weighted values entered by subject or subject groups listed
in the left-hand .columns of the tables. In instances where.certain
modes of presentation are not reported for certain subjects or subject-
groups,'or.where the work infrequently classifies under a mode, these
subjects or subject -groups are omitted from the table. For these
reasons, e. g., education and oriental are omitted from Table 18.
Law is omitted from Table 19, not because tie lecture mode of pre-
sentation is not used in this subject, but 'because a combination of
modes is used which the instructors of that subject designate as
recitation. Tables 18, 19, and 20 are more nearly complete
recognition of subject differences than are the succeeding tables.
Table 21, giving weighted values for oral quiz, because of the SInail
number of clock hours of this mode reported for most subjects, pre-
sents weighted values- for the science group and "All subjects"; it
also contains weighted values tor- scheduled conference, and recog-
nizes only. English and."Ail subjects"; containing. weighted. values
for it mina., it -gives no -subject -distinetions.-, Table 22; presenting

.

.
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weighted values for liaboratory, shop, and field, recognizes all subjectsfor which these modes of presentation were reported.
(c) The influence of the elementary or advanced character of thework as a factor is recognized ih the tables in presenting the weightedvalues by lower, upper, and graduate divisions. In Tables 18, 19,and 20 a complete set veighted values has been computed for allthree divisions. As the oral-quiz mode seems not to be used inthe graduate division. Table 21 contains no weighted values for thatdivision. As the seminar mode is used almost exclusively in grad-uate classes, it. does not seem necessary to compute weighted valuesfor the mode in the lower and upper divisions. Weighted values forlaboratory have been omitted from the lower division in library econ-omy and law and frq4,1 the graduate division in physical education,

as there was no laboratory work of these divisions reported in thesesubjects. Similar explanations will account for the omissions of-
figures for two of the three divisions front Table 22.

(d) Previous experience or inexperience of the instructor with the --work taught is recognized in these tables by the figures for weighted
ices presented tinder the rubrics " first-time" work and " non-first-time " work. The tables not giving recognition to this factor arethose presenting weighted values for scheduled conference, shop,and field, and these omissions are to be explained by the attenuateddistributions or complete absence of " first-time " work in these modesin the data used in this study.

Concerning the validity of the method of compiling the weighted
.va/ue8.Throughout the description of the method of computing theweighted values of Table 18, etc., some such queries as the following
may have arisen in the minchof the reader: Why obtain the weightedvalues by the method of proportional equations here used insteathoffrom one large original distribution table, which should be so or-.ganized as to analyze the influence of all the hypothetical factors atone time, and from which the correct average number of hours .ofwork per clock hour of instruction could be directly taken without
the interposition of the metted of proportional equations? And,again, is there not a measure of fallacy in this method of indirect com-putation through proportional eqitations, due to a. confusion of fac-tors in the tables* devised to analyze the influence of these factors?The former of theSe 'queries may be answered by saying that themethod it implies to be the more satisfactory was the first one tried inattacking the data, but was found to be impracticable because thedistribtftions of clock hours became so attenuated in a table providing
so many refinements that no dependable averages could be obtained.This impracticability will come home to the reader if he will imagine
the distributions of clock hears in Table 18 again broken into the
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three classes of lower, upper, and graduate division work, anti thesedistributions again divided into -" first time," and " nonfirst time"groups. Manifestly, to 'have fairly large numbers of clock hoursfrom which to calculate the averages, resort must be had to a method
similar to the one used.

A. frank answer to the second query must admit the possibility of aslight extent of fallacy, due to the confusion of factors in the tablesplanned to analyze the influence of the factors, but careful reconsid-eration of the construction of these tables and the ttethod Of calculat-ing the weighted values will show that the possibility of error is byno means large. In addition to the original distributions used to com-pute the average year place of the work reported in a subject or sub-ject. group, as illustrated on page 49, it may be remembered thatthe only. tables that. have been used in the computation M the weighted
values are 12, 13, and 14. Table 12 recognizes mode of presentationand subject, leaving out of consideration the elementary or advancedcharacter of and pievious experience or inexperience'with the work.That is, in attempting to analyze the influence of the former twofactors the averages thus obtained liave also been influenced by thetwo remaining factors. It must be recalled, however, that before the -averages for subjects in this table were used in computing the
weighted values, the average year place of the work reported in asubject. was computed, and this year place, given recognition in thecomputation. In this way the confusion that ignoring the influenceof this factor of the elementary or advanced character of the workwould bring has been largely eliminated. The remaining factorprevious experience or inexperience with the workis the only onethat has been ignored in.utilizing this table. That disregard of thisfactor in using the averages of "is. table is not disastrous to the re-liability of our-method may be judged by comparison of the averagesfor nonfirst time work and all work in Table 11. Except in two

stances--lecture and seminarthese averages for nonfirst time work
and-all work are equal or almost equal, and in these two cases theydiffer by 0.40 and 0.25 of an hour, respectively. 'This tendency towarda small:difference or identity in these averages is due 'to the relatively
small proportion,the "first time "'clack hours are0of all clack hoursreported. As the averages in Table 12 are for all work, it should
be clear that weighted values based upon them aro not much dis,credited by the fact that this factor of previous experienee or limn-.perienee with the work has been disregarded. ..

Table 18 analyzes the influence of mode of presentation and ate'elementary .or Advanced chitrieter of the work, but disregards theincidence of the influence of subject and previous experience or in-
experience with the work, while Table 14 analyzes the influence ofmode of presentation andlirevicius experience or inexperience with
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the work, disregarding subject and the elementary or advanced char-
acter of the work. The subject as- a factor is disregarded in both
these tables, but by using as our basic figures in the computation of
the weighted values the averages by subjects in Table 12, the in-
fluence of this factor has been introduced in the weighted values.
rite relative inconsequence of disregarding previous experience or
inexperience with the work has already been discussed in connection
with the use of the figures in Table 12 in a preceding paragraph.
The disregard of the influence of the elementary and advanced
character of the work that follows from using the averages of Table
14 may to a slight extent affect the weighted values in undesired.
directions.

In the face of these admissions of sources. of partial weakness of
the method of computing the weighted values, we ought not to forget,
than the incidence of such untoward influence, where such large num-
bers. of clock hours are concerned as in these tables; will tend to be
so distributed as in large part to mitigate the evils that may arise.

dApplication of e, methq of adjtmting flu: Madan!' Mad.Wo
may. now proceed to illustrate the Method of application of the
weighted values to the adjustment of the teaching load. In doing
so, in order ttt make the illustrations readily intelligible, any neces-
say special allowance' for the remaining components
working load, viz, supervision of students working on individual re-
search problems, personal research, dice hours, committee, and ad-
ministrative work, and other professional Activities, will at first be
left out of consideration. That is, we shall set out by illustrating
disc. application to instructors who are expected to carry a full teach-
ing load without sperid additional activities. For such illustration
we must first have before us the normal number'of hours per week
devoted. to teaching work by full-time .instructors... Group -3 of
Table 9 (p. 23) shows the average length of the teaching day of such
full-tiMe instructors to be 6.1approximately G hours. As this has
been calculated from a school week containing 5 teaching dayg, this
will mean an average total teaching week of 33 hours, which will be
itsed -as the point 'of departure in ascertaining the clock hours. of

-struction that shoultl be carried. Reference to the remaining figures
for group 3 in this table will discover that this allows to the average
full-tithe instructor approximately 2 hours (colunin 4b)- 'of an
average approximate eight-hour. day.'(coluinn 5b), or 11 hots per
week for noninstructional activities.

The illustrations, to follow. .aim to demonstrate the application of
file weighted values to -some of the main typee'ofproblems likely to.
arise in the adjustment of the teaching load.... To illustrat4 for AIL .

types of problems and for all subjects or subject. groups uld be
both unnecessary- and a waste of space and time.
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(a) The first illustrationa very simple oneis that required toanswer,the question, how many clock hours of instruction should beassigned to a teacher of foreign language who carries only lower-division work and has had previous experience with the courses to betaught? Table 18 shows the weighted value of a nonfirst-time- clockhour of lower-division recitation (the' mode of presentation -almostuniversal in this subject group in this division) to be 1.64 hours.Dividing 33 by 1.64 we have a quotient of approximately 20, thenumber of clock hours of such instruction that should be carried.If the instructor is new to his work, we should divide 33 by theweighted value 1.83 (see first-time column of Table 18), the quotientobtained signifying that. he should carry 18 clock hoursi. e., 2clock hours less than if he had had previous_ experience with thework.
(l) However, in practice few instructors are assigned. work solelyin one division, as has been assumed in this illustration. More fre-quently the work is distributed in two or three divisioits. The prob-lem here might come n in something like the folloWing manner: Isan instructor in foreign language carrying a full teaching load if heis responsible for a 5-hour course in lower division; two 3-hourcourses in upper division. one of these being conducted by the recita-tion mode of presentation, and the other being a course in the historyof the literature in this language, by the mixed lecture and discussionmode: and it 2-hour seminarall these courses except the last havingbeen previorkoly taught-by him? From Table 18 we find that. the 5-hour course in-the lower division represents a total weighted valueof 5X1.64=8.20; the 3-hour upper-division recitation course has atotal weighted value of 3x2.02=6.06.; the 3-hour upper-divisionmixed lecture and discussion course (Table 20), 3 X2A8=7.44 ; the2-hour seminar, 2X3.21=6.42. The total weighted value is 8.20plus 6.06 plui 7.44 plus 6.42=28.12i. e., 4.88, or almost the equiva-lent of a 2-hour upper division, mixed lecture and discussion courseless than should be carried:

:(c). Application may also be made- for.instruction in English. Rmay be asked how many clock hours should be assigned to an in-structor carrying work solely in the lower division, provision firstbeing made for 10 clock hours of-scheduled conference? Accordingto Table 21 the total weighted value of these 10 hours of scheduledconference is 10X.1.11=11.1. Subtracting these from the total of33 hours, we have 21.9 hours.to be assigned to recitation clock.honii
at the weighted value of 1.76 hours each. ThiS means 21.9 diVid0 by1.76, or approximately 12 such clock hours.

(d) If the problem is that. of the adjustment of the teaching .loadof an instructor of English who carries a 5-hoUr recitation course inthe lower division-, the remainder of his time, exclusive of .10 hours
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of scheduled conference equally divided between lower and upper
division, being devoted to mixed lecture and discussion work in the
upper division; it will be solved as follows: The total weighted value
of the lower-division recitation (Table 18) course is 5X1.76=8.80; of5 hours of lower-division conference (Table 21), 5XL11.5.55; of5 hours of upper-division conference (Table 21), 5X1.33 =6.65. So
far, 8.80 plus 5.55 plus 6.65, or 21 hours of the total of 33 have been
disposed of, leaving 12 hours for assignment to upper-division mixed
lecture and discussion. This will mean 13 divided by 2.18, or ap-
proximately 5 or 6 hours of such work.

(e) Illustration of such application in the department of education
is a relatively simple matter... The most frequent mode of presenta-
tion here is mixed lecture and discussion. For an instructor who is
teaching only upper - division work with which he has had previous
acquaintance, this proper number of clock hours of instruct ion,will lie
33 divided by 2.61 (see Table 20), or approximately 13.

(f) Illustration for the field of science is not as easy, as almost
always two or more modes of presentation are involved. The prob-
lem may arise in the following manner: Anoinstructor carries the
lecture and oral-quiz work of two lower-division courses in science
with which he has'had previous experience. These include., together,
6 lecture hours and 2 quiz hours. Ile is to carry laboratory hours in
addition up to a full teaching load; it is desired, to known what this
number of laboratory hours should be. According to Table 19 the
weighted value of the lecture hours is 6X2.09, or 12.54. From Table
21 we find that the weighted value of the quiz hours is 2X1.94, or
3.88. This is a total of 16.42 hours, leaving 16.58 Of-the average of
33 hours to be applied to laboratory at a weighted value of 1.28 (see.
Table 22), which means 16.58 divided by 1.28, or 13 clock hours of
laboratory.

(g) As it is a relatively new field, some interest may attach to
an illustration of application in the adjustment of the teaching load
in home economics. Our illustration may assume 3 clock hours of
mixed lecture 'and discussion- and 12 clock hours of laboratory, all
nonfirst time..work, in the upper division, the remaining portion of
the instructor's teaching load to be given to lower-division labora-
tory. The 3 hours of mixed lecture and discussion I (see Table 20).
have a weighted value of 3X2.37, or 7.11. The 12 clock hours. of
laboratory (see Table. 22) have .a total weighted value of,12 X1.32;
or 15.84. Thlts,1.11 plus 15:84, or 22.95, hours of the average teaeh,
ing load of 83 hours are used. in this uppet-division. work, leaving..
10.05 hours:to.be.devoted to lower-division laboratory at a weighted

1As has been irreefensly. amiainea (p. 43), because of the small number of clock hours'
of mixed lecture and discussion reported for this department, the weighted values for nl.I
isubjects given In that lowest horizontal column of this table are used.
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value of 1.42 hours (see.Table 22) per clock hour. This means
approximately .7 such lower-division laboratory clock hours.

(h) As a last -illustration let us apply the Weighted values. for
teaching work in law to the adjustment of the teachin load. It has
already been stated (p. 49) that the mode of presentation commonly
reported for law is recitation. The weighted value for the upper -
division recitation clock hour in law (see Table 18) is 3.55. Dividing
the average teaching loaq, 33 hours, by this value,. we arrive at a
teaching load of 9 clock hours.

Having illustrated the method of adjusting the teaching load of
full-time instructors. it is now appropriate to address a word of
explanation and justification to one feature of_this studythe con-
sistent use of and dependence upon the average or arithmetic mean.
The reader has noted its use in computing the foundation measures
of the number of hours of work done in connection with a clock
hour of instruction; these are'the averages upon which the tables of
weighted values were constructed. It was also used to arrive at the
number of hours per day which the full-time instructor may be ex-.
pected to devote to instruction (approximately 6 hours) as well as to
a Hprofessional activities (approximately 8 hours). It has been intro-
duced into computations at other points in the study. The average
has been consistently used because it is the average instructor (here
used in terms of rate of working) for whom the -university must
adjust the teaching load. It. would clearly be out of question for
the university to adjust teaching loads by the rates of working of
:ianriditai instructors. For instance, because the university admin-
istration must expect an, approximately equal atnotmt of serviceof
all instructors, it would be unfair to the university to adjust teach-
ing loads of individuals who are slower than the average to their
rate of working. On the other hand, it would be -unfair to those
who, work at a more rapid rate than the average to adjust their
teaching loads to their rates of working. In other words, the instruc-
tor slower than the average must expect to ,pay the.penalty of .his
slowness in longer hours. of work, whereas the instructor who is

"more rapid than the average of his colleagues should have the margin
of/time which 'he gains by his more rapid rate to dispose of 'as he.
chooses.

It remains to comment briefly,on the adjustment of the teaching
load by the making of necessary special allOwances for other possible
components of the total ..working .(l) supervision of stu-.Afenta working -on. individual ressirch problems, (2) personal re-...
search, (3) office, committee, and administrative work; and (4)'other
professional activities. .

(1) On page 10 it is stated that the time required for the super;..
vision of students working on individual research problems averapd.
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0.76 hour per student. One or two such students could not affect the
total working load of an instructor sufficieritly to necessitate a special
allowance on account of the amount of supervision required, and, asit may be seen from Table 2 (p. 11) that only 20 instructors reportas many as three or More, such a special allowance will need to be
made in only a relatively small proportion of cases. As has alreadybeen stated on page 11, if no adjustment has already been made inassigning to the instructors the courses in which these students whoare working on individual research problems are enrolled, it will beadvisable to make some reduction. in the teaching schedule for thosewho must supervise four or more students in such work. Such ad-justment may be made by subtracting from the basic 33 hours of I-
structional time the number of hours that will probably be requiredfor the work of supervisionthis number of hours to be obtained bymultiplying 0.76 by the number of such studentsbefore proceedingto fix the number of clock hours of instruction to be carried.

(2) As in the case of the supervision of students working on hail
vidual research problems, the essential principle to 4ir recognized iii
making special allowances for personal research lm s already beenenunciated hi an earlier section of this report (p. 25). The recom-mendation has been against a general reduction of the teaching
schedule, because the facts indicate that this would not be an cco-nonical method of encouraging personal research. The method sup-ported by the facts presented is the reduction of the teaching schedulefor individual instructors who have demonstrated their inclination
toward and ability in research by some measure of productivity inspite of. a normal teaching schedule. The exact extent and signifi-
cance of 'any. allowance made will be more nearly measurable if,'made either as a reduction of the normal load of 33 hours of teachingwork (a) by some definite number of hours of this teaching load or(b) by a definite number of some. specific kind of clock hour of in-
struction whose. weightgd value is falown than if stated in terms ofunspecified clock hours. For instance, a reduction by 10 hours of the
normal teaching load of 33 hours Would leave 23 hours of teachingwork to be distributed by means of. known Weighted..values to a. defi-nite number of clock hours. f instruction. Again, ..a reduction of thisnorrtuttload by two clock hours of nonfirst time upper-divisionmixed *lecture and discussion in science would leave (2x2.36), or28.28 hours, to be distributed by means of known weighted valueS toa definite number of clockhours of instruction. It is easily conceiv-
able that a reduction in terms'of unspecified clock honiefor an in-..structor who. has been teaching nOnfirst.. time lower-division workmight be offset by assigning to him a less number of Clock hours of
first, time upper-division work and suck an assignment might still bein compliance with the terms of the provision for a reduction. If a
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hours ought at least. to be specified, since, assuredly, judging from our
weighted values, a reduction, e. g., of 2 clock hours of nonfirst time
lower-division recitation in foreign language would not be the
equivalent of a iedurtion of two clock hours of first time upper-
division lecture in the same subject gropp. Of the two methods of
specifying an allowance of teaching time for personal research which
are here recommended, the forther is the preferable, unless in using

y.the latter it is understood that the equivalent in weighted value of the
specified clock hours, not the specified clock. hours.themselves, is
meant. To 'Insist on a reduction in specified clock hours themselves
might bring inconvenience to those who are responsible for distrib-
niing courses within a department.

(3) It has been punted out on page 16 that relatively few full-
time instructors (i. e.. instructors who are 'not also heads of other
than one-man departments or deans) will require special reductions
of their teaching schedules for office hours, committee and adminis-
trative work. .Such reductions are to be made only when the regular
demand .upon an instructor for this type of activity is much more
than the average of 3.6 hours per week found. for. full -time instruc-
tors. The need for this average amount of time is Tecognized.in the

hours per day of :leeway between the average teaching day of
approximately 6 hours and the 'average total workingday of approxi-
mately 5 hours. It was also statcd.that allowances should be made for
heads of other than one-mar departments and for deans. The
difference between the average number of hours spent in the activi-
ties under conSideration by healls of departments (exclusive °lithe
one reporting 41.3 hours for the week) and. by full-time instructors
being approximate) 7 hours,..fOr the average head of a department
the normal load of 33 hours of teaching Work should be reduced by
this amount or its equivalent in specified clock hours of instruction.
Th"lifference between .the averages for deans who are, also heads of
departments and for full-time instructors being approximately 15
hours, for the average dent the normal load of 33 hours ofsteaching
work/should be reduced by this amount or its equivalent in specified
clock hours of instruction. But, since the demand-for such activity
must be heavier for some heads Of departments and deans than tor ti

others, such reductions, to be just and economical, should not tenni,
form for all'heads of departments and for all deans.. Oii account
the `short period of time--one week-- covered' by the reports; used in
this studs, no recommendation can be made here for specific heads
or deans. A supplenientpxy investigation extending through 'a
loner period of time must be made before reduction's may be made
in whose justice We.inny place much eenfidence.---
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(4) In an earlier section ofthis report (pp. 11-18) such facts ashave been available touching the time spent in "piofessional activi-ties not otherwise reported" have been presented and interpreted.Nothwithstanding that no recommendation could be Made in thematter of reduction of teaching time for most of the 'subjects andsubject groups represented in this investigation, the facts indicatedthat for sonic subjectsthe newer and more rapidly developing
onesthe demand upon the instructor of.. these other professional.activities is heavier than for others, and that for the former subjects,when the average number of hours per week exceeds notably theaverage of 5 to ti hours found for all instructors, there should lo)
corresponding reduction in the teaching schedule for particular sub-jects or instructors. For subjects in which and instructors for whomthe demand-or such activity is at this average or loss, there slued('
be no such allowance, as it is already cared for by the leeway lwtweenthe average 6-hour U.:felling day and the average S -hour workingday of full-time instructors. When allowances are made they shouldbe made as reductions- of the normal load of 33 hours-per week of
teaching work or the equivalent_ of the reductions in specific clockhours of-instruction. As soon as it appears that such pmeessions
are no longer necessary or are no longer properly iodized, theyshould be withdrawn. Because of the paucity and weakneSs of thefigures for subjects and subject groups as presented in Table 7, be-
fore the extent of such concessions may be justly'determined a sup-plementary investigation should be made into the time spent hi theseother professional activities either by a larger number of instructorsOr through a longer period of time, or both. Such a supplementary
investigation Should distinguish between activities that awing addi-tional remuneration and thoSe that do not an iinportant distinctionwhich was overlooked in the present investigation.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE USEb IN THE INVESTIGATION.

Sheet 1.

This questionnaire is being sent to all teaching. members of the faculty with
the aim of securing data Hatt will throw further light on the problem of the
proper itssigninctit of teaching hours. In this instance we Jiro Investig:iting one
important aspect .44' the relative difficulty of the several) types of work. that
\\idyll Is represented by the total time consumed in enrying them on. You are

4 asked to talce note of all time spent outside the class period In preparatlim for
and in connection with the etimses and sachems pm are teaching, as well as in
other acldilies, and to eyord the time in the appropriate spnrs. Your repsrt
should cover the class :Kd oilier amok ini'11111141 in the school week beginning
Monday, Mn y 14. and ending Saturday, 31:ty 111.

la this inretiligatitm there is no inlessliorf,, check eta !lo' total time r.rpendi-
lure of the iudiridnul rurally member frith a Nem to his traehing'
e(lirasu p.

1M 101:1'.% v omr.crioNs.

(U) iteati.the questionnaire carefully Os soon as possible, noting the elassi-
tivatIons of thm. esprnditurO, In 111111.1' io nvu1(1 making a report (lint can not
he when the data ore flatly n,:sonibit'll.

(h) Your reports on the time spent outside the class period in preparation
ro and In connection it.h the class'NVork and in other artivitit.s outside the
class periods ould not be 'mere guesses bat, should he based on reference to a
t intepieee.

3lake a report for each clamse or-section for Mitch you have teaching
restionslIttlity. If you ore conducting only a part or the work in n coors1.1
quiz, laboratory or lecture sect Jon, reading Paptrs, etc.. the remainder of the
work being conducted by some other person, be sure in make Ill t fart clear hl
your report. MVP the 111111` only for the Woyk for xviticihyou resp isible aura
state specifically 'Mint parts of the work are done by others.

(d) If the same preparation icallices for't Wo or more section of,the -same
course, 71Istribute the time it; inual parts to eah.of the spit

(e) lie careful otherwise to avoid recqrdIng the sanni huff expentliturt% In
more than one place.

1. 'Number of students working on intlividunl yesearch prAblems under your
supervision during the present semester Number of minutes
spent hi suet) supervision, If any, during the week,of May 144111

.

2. Time spent during the week In resea rib other than that reported elseAtere
on this and the acCompanying sheet, minutes.

3..Thne spent on other official duties for the university (ollice hours, coal-
mIttee work, administrative functions, etc.), minutes.

k (S1
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4. Time spent in profrsslopal activities not otherwise seported,
!Manes. List here these

5. If it is your -opinion that any of the courses on which you are reporting
should be conducted In some manner (lectuie, laboratory, recitation, etc.).
el her than that -whielf you Whm, on page .2 as now obtaining,. 'gate specifically
in what - manner' it should, he presented, anti why. (Use land:. of this sheet for.
atiiirwer.)

(Answer the following two questions after having tilled out the' remainder
of the questionnaire:)

Ii. lIns the week reported upon been a fairly normal one? _____..__
l' not, In \rind speeitie respects has It.been exipptional?
7. State your opinion of the use. of the "total time eousinned it factor

In the determInn thin of t he prover number of renebing hours.
. Name

Sheet 2.

ge,ord totals for w,/,k In the appropriate spaces below. Report under Nos. 8, 10, 12,
14, let. 18, 2a, 22, 23, and 24 In the' left-hand column Unto spent oinshie the class
periods only.*

1: Department

(

2. ('nurse and section (make a sep-
arate report, for each section).

3. Credit carried by course.

4. Is this the first time you have
"taught. the course?

5. Year or years in which course' is
normally taken,2 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C.

6. Enrollment during semester.

7. Hours of recitation.

8. Total minutes of:Prepnration for ; .

' recitation: ,

9. Hours °Nectar', during the week.

s -
. 10. Total minutes of preparation for

,Jectilres during the week. I "
'Dots relating to one course or section should all he placed In one vertical column.
21 for freshmen, 2 for sophomores, 5 for .gradtithe courses and, professional -co'iu-ses

requiring four. years of previous training, etc.
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II. Hours of oral quiz during week.
I

12. Total minutes of preparation for
oral quiz.

13. Hours of mixed !Centre and difi-
cuseion.

1 1. Total minutes of preparation for
mixed lecture and discussion

15. flours of rahorator.

TotaWminutes of preparation for
I oratory and reading of lab-
oratory notes.

.17. Hours of shop and practice.

K Total minutes of preparation or
other work in connection with
shop and practice.

19. Hours of seminar.

21). Totaipinutes of preparation for
seminar.

2.1. Flouts of Bch/Ailed conference
(not office hours).

22. Total minutes of preparation for. 1

scheduled conference bolus.

/
23. Total minutes of correction of.

written: and other work (not
laboratory notes) outside they
class period.

I

24. TOtal minutes in other work for
the courses listed not repotted
elsewhere. Specify the kind
of work.
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